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NON-INVERTING HELIOSTAT STUDY 

Implications of employing a non-inverting he1iostat design with a lower 
capital cost relative to an inverting design are considered from three stand
points: (1) effects of dust buildup, corresponding cleaning frequencies, and 
resultant cleaning costs; (2) effects of hail impact; and t3) reflected beam 
safety issues. It is concluded that elimination of the inverting stow hard
ware and addition of reflector area in the slot required for inverting the 
reflector provides a direct subsystem cost savings. Since the non-inverting 
heliostat must be stowed face-up during high winds, reflectance degradation 
rates due to dust buildup are increased. The economic optimum cleaning 
frequency and allowed loss of reflectance due to dust buildup are determined 
so as to minimize the total system cost, and it is found that an overall cost 
savings of 12-13 percent results if the inverting capability is eliminated. 
Hail impact damage and probability of occurrence for the United States are 
determined within the accuracy of available data. Analysis indicates that the 
commercial heliostat laminate glass design considered will survive 1-1/2 inch 
hailstones and is suitable for installation over most of the U.S. with low to 
negligible risk from hail damage. 

Reflected beam safety hazards are analyzed for the non-inverting design rela
tive to the inverting design. No compelling reason is found to require an 
inverting stow capability, and therefore, a non-inverting stow heliostat is 
concluded to be a viable, cost-effective option. 
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Section 1 

INTRODUCTION AND SWMMARY 

This study was conducted to assess the implications of employing a non-inverting 
heliostat design for which vertical stow is normally used at night or during 
occasional periods of non-operation, and mirror-up stow is used to survive 
extreme winds. An inverting heliostat would normally also be stowed vertically, 
but would be stowed face-down to survive extreme winds. The effects of lack of 
capability to invert were investigated in three principal areas: 

1. Dust buildup effects, cleaning frequency, and costs 
2. Increased heliostat damage probabilities due to hail effects 
3. Reflected beam safety issues. 

The McDonnell Douglas heliostat design shown in Figure 1-1 and an equivalent 
non-inverting version were used as the heliostat models. The principal 
differences between the two designs are: (1) elimination of the additional 
linear actuator and associated hardware required to invert, and (2) addition 
of reflector area in the slot required for the inverting heliostat. These 
design changes decrease the cost of each heliostat and the number of helio
stats required for a given generating plant total energy output. However, lack 
of an inverting stow position does increase the dust buildup rate, and there
fore, maintenance cleaning costs are increased. These effects were considered 
for a commercial plant of approximately 18,000 heliostats. 

Although total cleaning life cycle costs are strongly dependent on assumptions 
of cleaning frequencies, manpower levels, material costs, etc., the difference 
in dust buildup rates between the inverting and non-inverting scenarios is 
such that over a wide range of conceivable variations in washing cost param
eters, it is still not economical to provide for an inverting capability with 
the existing design, in lieu of simply washing somewhat more frequently. 
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This conclusion holds over a wide range of assumptions of monetary inflation 
rates and discount rates over a 30-year power plant life. It is concluded that 
for the heliostat design used in the analysis, a non-inverting heliostat allows 
an overall cost savings of approximately 12-13 percent, even though the dust 
buildup rate and cleaning frequency required is higher than for an inverting 
heliostat. 

Hail impact data for glass breakage were reviewed and a semi-empirical break
age model derived to determine glass thickness required to withstand hailstone 
impact. An analysis was conducted to determine the probability of hail impact 
as a function of hail size and geographical location. The breakage model and 
probability data were used to estimate required heliostat mirror thickness. 
It was found that the laminate glass reflector design (Reference 2-1) used for 
the commercial plant analysis would survive hail impact by stones up to 
1.5 inch diameter without a design change. It was also found that hailstorms 
havi ng stones .::,.1. 5 inch occur infrequently (1 ess than once every 20-30 years) 
in most of the U.S. Southwest. It therefore appears that there is a negligible 
cost penalty associated with the non-inverting heliostat, insofar as design 
modifications are not required to provide the capability to withstand hailstones 
up to 1.5 inch. It was further found that increasing the glass thickness, so 
as to survive a 2-inch diameter hailstone impact increases the system cost of 
the heliostat by 7-8 percent, or $163/heliostat. However, this cost would be 
incurred with either the inverting or non-inverting laminate glass design, 
since hailstorms frequently occur under conditions of high-winds, necessitating 

~ ~~ 

horizontal stowage, and therefore, both the inverting and non-inverting laminate 
glass heliostats would be subjected to impact at a glass surface. Heliostats 
deployed in these areas would thus be designed to meet the more stringent 
hailstone impact requirements. 

Since the existing design appears to have the intrinsic capability to meet a 

relatively conservative requirement of withstanding 1 .5-inch diameter hail-
stones, and since this requirement will be sufficient for most of the U.S. 
Southwest. it is tentatively concluded, subject to additional hail test data, 
that the current commercial design is suitable without cost penalty. This 
heliostat design would therefore be deployable over U.S. land areas sufficiently 
large so as to not increase the heliostat costs by imposing overly conservative 
requirements on hail impact resistance. 
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However, there are areas in the midwest, principally parts of Colorado and 
Texas, which have severe hailstorms, and heliostats used in these areas may 
require the inverted stow capability, and additional protection for the 
reflector. 

Hazards associated with non-inverting heliostat reflected beams were considered 
and compared with the hazards for an inverting heliostat design. In general, 
it was found that with both designs, certain hazards can exist in terms of 
excessive levels of irradiance, but that these hazards can be controlled by 
appropriate operating procedures and use of exclusion zones, and that no sig
nificant additional hazard is presented by the non-inverting design. 

Based on the results of the cleaning and hardware cost analysis, the lack of 
any significant cost penalty associated with hail impact and the lack of any 
significant additional safety hazard, it is concluded that a non-inverting 
heliostat design is an appropriate cost effective option for commercial solar 
thermal plants and provides a potential collector subsystem total cost savings 
of the order to 12-13 percent. 

In the following sections, each aspect of the non-inverting heliostat and 
inverting heliostat design comparison is discussed. Section 2 presents a 
summary of the results from the Interim Report. Reference 2-2, devoted to an 
analysis of the dust buildup rates. associated cleaning costs, and the overall 
system cost savings. Section 3 presents the hail impact statistical results 
and the hail impact damage model. Section 4 presents the redirected beam 
safety considerations. 
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Section 2 
TASK I - DUST BUILDUP EFFECTS 

2.1 OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this task is to analyze readily available data from current 
and previous dust buildup studies and evaluate the dust buildup rates as a 
function of stowage positions (mirror down, mirror up, mirror vertical, etc.). 
Cleaning cycle frequencies and resultant cleaning cost effects are then 
determined. Overall cost savings with the non-inverting heliostat, consider~ 
lng both capital costs and operations and maintenance are then determined, 
relative to the inverting heliostat, over the 30-year life of the plant. 

Hardware cost reductions are considered for a non-inverting design, and overall 
cost savings determined. 

2.2 APPROACH 
The approach for this study consists of a sequence of analyses. Starting with 
a review of readily available dust buildup data for sp~cimens and heliostats, 
reflectivity degradation rates due to mirror soiling are determined for normal 
environmental conditions. Severe environmental effects are then considered. 
High winds require stowage of a non-inverting heliostat in a face up, 
horizontal orientation, and dust buildup therefore is greater than for inverted 
or vertical stow. Light rains and blowing sand and dust, which significantly 
increase the dust buildup, are considered. Next. natural cleaning effects are 
considered to determine a range of expected benefits in terms of decreased 
maintenance cleaning cycles and frequency of occurrence of natural cleaning. 
Environmental conditions are assessed. 

Dust buildup rates are prescribed for operational heliostats and cleaning 
frequencies determined for a range of allowable reflectance losses from 3% 
to 14% below the clean reflectivity. A cost analysis for various cleaning 
scenarios is performed, and comparisons made with the costs of providing an 
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inverting stow capability. Overall subsystem cost savings associated with 
the non-inverting heliostat are then determined. Recommendations for addi

.tional tests and analyses are presented. 

2.2.1 Dust Buildup Rate Correlations 
Readily available data on the soiling of mirror specimens and full scale helio
stats under desert conditions were reviewed. Three principal sources were used: 

1. Data from References 2-2. -3. and -4 consist mainly of 1-2 year 
observations and reflectivity measurements for (a) sixty 5" x 5" mirror 
specimens of various types and orientation installed at the Naval 
Weapons Center (NWC), China Lake, California and at Sandia Labora
tories, Albuquerque, New Mexico. and (b) full scale heliostats at NWC. 

2. Data from Reference 2-5 consist of frequent reflectivity measure
ments of mirror specimens exposed at various locations at Sandia 
Laboratories. Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

3. Preliminary data on reflectivity variations of specimens attached 
to heliostats at the Solar Thermal Test Facility, Sandia Laboratories, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico were also used. 

These data were reviewed to determine an approximate nominal reflectivity 
degradation rate for relatively benign conditions of no rain. high winds, etc. 
Next, the data were reviewed to assess severe environmental effects, and to 
determine an approximate frequency of occurrence. 

Dust buildup rates, as a function of stowage position. are briefly discussed 
below for benign and severe weather conditions and are presented in more 
detail in Reference 2-2. 

2.2.1.1 Degradation Rates - Benign Conditions 
Tables 2-1 and 2-2 summarize data on full scale MDAC heliostats and 5" x 5" 
reflector specimens tested at the Naval Weapons Center. Table 2-1 gives the 
time averaged reflectivity degradation, and degradation rate for full scale 
heliostats as presented in References 2-2 to -4. The degradation rate is 
taken as the mean of the degradation rates occurring between measurements and 
is equal to the reflectivity difference divided by the number of days between 
measurements. The rates correspond to relatively benign conditions. 
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! Table 2-1. Average Reflectance Variations ~ 
Q 
0 
~ 

Degradation rate, R (% per day), 11\ Time averaged Time averaged ~ 
~ Hel iostat no. Exposure time (days) reflectivity (%) degradation (%) mean ± standard deviation Q 
0 
6 

~ 
HI (acrylic) 113 p 75.46 6p 7.76 R = 0.4±0.4 

'. 
H2 (acrylic) 113 p = 68.37 6p = 8.13 R = 0.45±0.32 I 0.37±0.07 for 

four heliostats 
stowed face-up 

H3 (acrylic) 97 p = 80.47 6p = 6.99 R = O. 28±0. 18 

H4 (laminate 121 p = 81.10 6p = 6.55 R = 0.36±0.32 
glass) 

.... 
IHI (laminate 121 p = 83.30 6p = 3.19* R = 0 .1±0 .13 

glass) 

*Note: IH-l was stowed in the face-down position for most of the test period (~ 2/3 of exposure time). 
Data above are for periods without rain or other significant natural cleaning conditions. 



", 

In order to assess dust buildup rates as a function of different stowage posi-
tion. specimens were installed at NWC and Sandia Laboratories as described in 
References 2-2 to -4. Table 2-2 summarizes the degradation rates. These 
specimens were installed on five racks. Two racks kept the specimens perma
nently face up or face down. One rack turned the specimens face up during the 
day and face down at night or during overcast conditions. as detected by a 
sun sensor. The other two racks were controlled by an astronomical timer 
which turned the specimen face up at dawn and face down or near-vertical at 
sunset. 

Data from References 2-2 to -4 on long term exposure effects on heliostats and 
specimens at NWC and specimens at Sandia Laboratories. Albuquerque. showed 
that reflection losses exceeding 25% could occur. and therefore some type of 
purposeful washing will be required. 

Mirror specimens were mounted on heliostats at CRTF over a 33-week period and 
degradation rates determined by weekly laboratory measurements. These data 

Table 2-2. Combined Ranking of Degradation Rates vs Stow Position (NWC Site) 

Combined ranking for both 
glass and acrylic Rate (% per day) Average (% per day) 

1. Permanent face-down. Rm 0.03 to 0.06 0.045 

2. Sensor face-up/face-down, RFU/ FD 0.12 to 0.23 0.175 

3. Astronomical timer 
face-up/face-down. RFU / FD 0.20 to 0.283 0.242 

4. Astronomical timer face-up/near 
vertical stow. RFUNV 0.315 to 0.32 0.318 

5. Permanent face-up. RFU 0.40 to 0.45 0.425 

Note: Data for NWC specimens, November-December 1977. and June-August, 1977. 
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were made available by Sandia Laboratories in a preliminary form prior to 
pub1 ication in a report and are presented in Figure 2-1. The specimens were 
mounted so as to be permanently face-up, face-down, or vertical. Considering 
the portions of the reflectance curve which correspond to relatively benign 
weather conditions, the mean and standard deviation degradation rate is 
0.356 ±. 0.13%/day for the permanent face up specimen, and is remarkably close 
to the degradation rates observed with MDAC he1iostats tested at NWC. 

Table 2-3 compares the preliminary CRTF specimen data with the NWC data. In 
general, the degradation rates for the relatively benign weather conditions 
are approximately the same. 

2.2.1.2 Effects of Severe Environmental Conditions on Reflector Soiling 
Consideration has been given to effects of severe weather conditions on soil
ing rates and reflector degradation. 

NWC meteorological data has been briefly reviewed to assess severe environ
mental effects (wind, rain, frost, snow) on dust buildup rates. Data from 
December 1976 to March 1978 was reviewed in detail, since this was the period 
of exposure of the specimens and he1iostat, as reported in Reference 2-3. These 
data were then compared with the NWC climatological data summaries from 1946 
through 1976 .. Results to date are summarized below. In addition, preliminary 
data from the Sandia, Albuquerque Solar Thermal Test Facility, and the Sandia 
Report (Reference 2-5) on outdoor exposure effects on mirrors was reviewed. 

Winds Above Safe-Stow Initiation Speed 
A field of non-inverting he1iostats is assumed to be stowed in a vertical 
position at night or during occasional plant shutdowns during the day unless 
high winds occur or are forecast. It will be assumed that the non-inverting 
he1iostats will normally, but not always, be placed into a face-up stow 
position when peak winds exceed 35 mph since gusts greater than the maximum 
permissible wind of 50-55 mph might occur and time must be allowed to achieve 
face-up stowage. However, high winds often accompany storm fronts bringing 
heavy rains, and under these conditions, the heliostats would not likely be 
soiled further, but would probably be cleaned. Conversely, high winds accom
panied by light rains would significantly increase dust buildup due to rain 
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Table 2-3. Comparison of UlJC Hel iostat/Specimen and CRTF 
Hel iostat-t1ounted Specimen Degradation Rates 

Degradation rate (% per day), 
r~DAC hel iostat/specimens 

Heliostat position at NWC 

Permanent face-up 0.37±0.07 (heliostats 
HI, H2, H3, H4) 

Permanent vertical No data 

Permanent face-down 0.04 (NWC specimens) 

Degradation rate (% per 
day), CRTF heliostat -
mounted specimen 

0.356±0.13 

0.02 

0.04 

depositing airborne dust on the mirrors. It has been observed that light 
rains falling without high winds also can increase soiling, for heliostats 
stowed face-up, but will have little effect on inverted stow or vertical stow 
heliostats.* Although these effects have been observed often, the range of 
variation in effect on reflectance degradation rate is too large to establish 
an accurate rate for light rains or combinations of rain and wind conditions. 
Therefore, approximations were made and a range of reasonably acceptable rates 
then used in assessing increased cleaning frequency due to storms. 

Table 2-4 summarizes the additional reflectance degradation rates associated 
with the severe weather conditions compiled for minimum and maximum rates. 
These rates will be combined with the average daily degradation rate for 
benign conditions to give the range for the total degradation rate associated 
with the non-inverting heliostat. 

*It should be noted that wind rise rate for an approaching storm is an impor
tant consideration in sizing the heliostat drive unit. A non-inverting 
heliostat will normally achieve a face-up stow position in 3 to 6 minutes, 
and will, therefore, be subjected to lower wind loads than an inverting 
heliostat, which requires 9 to 12 minutes to move into a face-down position. 
The reduced wind load for this scenario with the non-inverting heliostat 
appears to be such that the slot area can be filled with reflector. However, 
a detailed point design of this option is required to determine the optimum 
area. 
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Table 2-4. Additional Reflectance Degradation Due to Severe Weather Conditions 

~ 
~ 

i 
~) 
T<', 

Weather condition 
(heliostat face-up 
stow required) 

Wind gusts > 35 mph 

Average wind < 40 mph 

Light rain and 
high winds 

Severe blowing 
~ sand and dust 

(average wind> 40 mph) 

Ueatiler condition Additional loss 
occurrence frequency per occurrence 
per year (days) (%/ day) 

23 0.37 

39 0.74 

2 2 

3 10 

1 5 

2 5 

Additional daily 
Additional loss averaged loss (%/day) 
per year (%) Minimum Maximum 

8.6 0.0236 

28.86 0.079 

4 0.011 

30 0.082 

5 0.0137 

10 0.0274 

Total 0.0483 0.1884 



Natural Cleaning by Frost, Rain and Snow 
As discussed in References 2-2, -3, -4 and -5, certain severe weather conditions 
can be used to advantage to clean properly positioned heliostats. The number 
of days per month for which these conditions occur is therefore an indication 
as to the probability that natural cleaning can occur in such a way as to 
eliminate certain percentages of maintenance cleaning cycles. In general, 
heavy frost, rain, or snow can be used to clean heliostats quite effectively. 
The number of occurrences of these conditions at NWC for 16 months is summarized 
in Table 2-5. There are sufficient instances of heavy rain, snow, and frost 
during December, January, February, and March (5, 14, 8.5, and 6 days, average, 
respectively, for 1977-78) to provide the distinct possibility of eliminating 
essentially all requirements for washing during this period. 

A set of assumptions on natural cleaning has resulted from a review of NWC 
weather data and heliostat reflectivity results (Reference 2-3) and from a 
review of Reference 2-5. 

1. Frost can be a highly effective cleaner under certain conditions, 
i.e., heavy frost was formed for nighttime humidity >60 percent, 
and temperature <32°F.* Thus, the number of days with these condi
tions for typical desert sites is an indication of the probability of 
natural cleaning, assuming heliostats are properly positioned and no 
windblown dust occurs during the frost period (see Reference 2-3). 

2. Rains ~0.25" can clean properly positioned heliostats to within 1-3 
percent. Rains less than 0.25" lbut with vertical stow permitted} 
accompanied by moderate winds do not substantially decrease reflect
ance, as shown by CRTF data of Figure 2-1. 

3. He1iostats cleaned naturally at NWC were always positioned horizon
tally. More effective cleaning would result from tilting the surface 
during the rain, but even with horizontal stowage, heavy rains have 
cleaned the surface to within 1-2 percent of the initially cl eaned 
value. 

4. Snow ~1/4 inch can clean properly positioned heliostats to 
within 1-2 percent (i.e., to within measurement error) (see 
Reference 2-2). 

*IJote: Heavy frost follol'led by rapid temperature rise at dawn cleaned tilted 
heliostats at IJWC due to frost layer sliding off glass surface. 
Light frost on heliostat at CRTF did not clean the surface, as noted 
by O. Ki ng. 
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Date 

Dec 76 

Jan 77 

Feb 77 

Apr 77 

Hay 77 

June 77 

July 77 

Aug 77 

Sep 77 

Oct 77 

Nov 77 

Dec 77 

Jan 78 

Feb 78 

t,1a r 78 

*H stands 

Table 2-5. tl~JC Severe ~Jeather Summary 

Heavy frost 

4 days of H* >60%, T <32°F 

16 days of H > 60%, T < 32° F 

10 days of H > 60%, T < 32° F 

8 days of H > 60%, T < 32° F 

4 days of H >60%, T <32°F 

7 days of H >60%, T <32°F 

4 days of H >60%, T <32°F 

for relative humidity 

Ra i nfa 11 
>0.5 in. 

1 

One 
3-day 
storm 

2 

3 

3 

2 

Snow 

1 

Possible natural 
cleaning days 

4 

18 

10 

10 

3 

6 

10 

7 

2 

A summary of weather conditions at NWC for 31 years is given in Reference 2-6. 
From this summary. the monthly average severe weather conditions were deter
mined and are apesented in Table 2-6. The summary does not provide a corre
lation of days of multiple weather occurrences, such as high winds followed 
by trace rains or heavy rains. Also, precipitation occurrences are based on 
measurable rain exceeding 0.01". whereas our data indicate a heavy rain of the 
order of >0.25" is requried to effectively clean heliostats. However. these 
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~ Table 2-6. Summary of Natural Cleaning and Severe Dust Buildup Weather Conditions* a 
0 
I 
I 

~ 
~ Relative humidity for 
a 31-year peri od, 
0 
~ Temperature summary for 31-year period, 1946-1976 1946-1976 
II Average no. Average no. Avg no. of days No. of days 

~ 
of days wi th of days with Average Avg precipitation, with 0.01 in. or with snow 

Low- low of 32· hi gh ·of 100· of daily Average 1946-1976 inclusive more precipitation, Avg precip/ (mean ± stand-
Mo est Date High Low or less or more maxima humidi ty (in. ) 1946-1976 inclusive day ard deviation) 

'. Jan 0 13/63 57.6 30.7 22 0 74 51 0.51 2.06 0.248 0.677 ± 1.45 

Feb 14 13/48 63.8 34.2 11 0 73 50 0.51 2.16 0.236 0.226 ± 0.56 
12/65 

Mar 17 2171 69.0 39.7 5 0 65 40 0.25 1. 48 0.169 0.161 ± 0.45 

Apr 28 9/53 76.8 46.6 0 56 34 0.15 1. 26 0.119 
22/63 

May 34 1/67 86.2 55.2 0 47 29 0.04 0.677 0.059 

Jun 42 10/54 95.5 63.1 0 10 39 24 0.02 0.419 0.048 

- Jul 52 5/64 102.3 70.0 0 23 37 23 0.16 0.903 0.177 en 

Aug 50 24,29173 100.5 67.7 0 19 41 24 0.09 0.581 0.155 
20175 

Sep 39 26170 94.0 60.3 0 7 44 27 0.22 1.032 0.213 

Oct 21 30171 81.9 48.8 * * 50 32 0.12 0.774 0.155 

Nov 18 20/64 68.0 37.0 8 0 6~ 42 0.47 1. 710 0.275 0.032 ± 0.17 
30175 

Dec 2 27/62 58.6 29.1 23 0 75 52 0.43 1. 839 0.234 0.290 ± 0.46 

Year 0 1,13/63 79.5 48.5 70 60 55 36 2.97 

*Compiled from U.S. Naval Weapons Center climatological summaries for 1946 through 1976. 
Data assembled by the NWC Meteorology Section, Code 6234. 
Data from observations made at Armitage Field through November 1959; thereafter at the Instrumentation Laboratory, G-l Range. 



data summaries do support the indications of the 1977-78 weather data and 
reflectivity measurement that natural cleaning in the form of frost, rain, and 
snow may be effective from December through March. Further, April, September 
and November may also have a sufficient number of days of natural cleaning to 
be effective in eliminating a significant percentage of maintenance cleaning 
cycles. 

It should be emphasized that the Naval Weapons Center has, as discussed in 
References 2-2 and -6, a relatively dry climate. As shown in Table 2-7, 
Albuquerque has a much higher frequency of occurrence of weather conditions 
which are potentially effective for natural cleaning. There is roughly an 
order of magnitude higher frequency of occurrence of thunderstorms, snow, 
sleet, and freezing rain compared to NWC. and roughly twice the frequency 
of rain/drizzle. It appears that estimates of natural cleaning effectiveness 
and frequency based on the NWC data may be conservative. 

2.2.2 Expected Dust Buildup Rates for Operational Heliostats 
Since the CRTF data and MDAC heliostat and specimen data of Table 2-1 show 
agreement, the expected dust buildup rates can be determined with a reasonable 
degree of confidence for actual heliostat operational conditions for which 
there is no full-scale data at present. It is necessary to use accumulated 
data for various heliostat and specimen exposure and stowage positions and 
modify these data for the operational and stowage positions under considera
tion, and then estimate the additional dust buildup losses. and/or natural 
cleaning occurring as a result of severe weather conditions. Results are 
presented below for the expected nominal degradation rates of heliostats 
under actual operating conditions, using NWC heliostat and specimen data, 
followed by estimates of natural cleaning and'severe dust buildup rate 
estimates. 

Based on the results of References 2-2 to 2-5, the nominal dust buildup rate 
is approximately determined by exposure time at a given angle, with the rate 
decreasing linearly with the projected horizontal area of the surface. 
Assuming during daytime operation that the heliostats have an average elevation 
angle of 45°, the nominal face-up stow dust buildup rate is decreased by a 
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Table 2-7. Meteorological Summary 

Mean percentage of days per month for occurrence of 
various meteorological phenomena, from daily observations 

Station Location 

Naval Weapons Indian Wells 
Center Valley, CA 

Edwards Air 
Force Base 

George Air 
Force Base 

Kirtland 
Air Force 
Base 

Notes 

Western Mojave 
Desert Near 
Mojave 

Western Mojave 
Desert Near 
Victorville 

Albuquerque, 
NM 

Elevation 

760 m 

nOm 

960 m 

1.780 m 

Data compiled from Aerospace tapes. 

Thunder- Rain/ Snow/s1eet/ 
storms drizzle freezing rain 

0.9 9.6 0.5 

1.2 9.6 0.9 

1.7 10.1 1.4 

10.2 22.9 6.9 

Blowing dust/sand reported only when visibility is less than 1 km. 
He1iostat Array Test Site located at Randsburg Wash, elevation 650 m. 

Dust/ Years of 
Fog sand observation 

0.7 1.2 20 

'1.9 1.6 19 

2.3 1.0 18 

2.7 1.2 26 



factor of sin 45°. The nighttime vertical stow dust buildup rate is known 
for specimens as presented in Reference 2-5. The specimen and full-scale data 
are normal i zed to improve the accuracy. However, no effort is made to vary 
the degradation rate as a function of time of year or to determine time 
integrals of the degradation rate for different portions of the field, since 
these refinements would probably add little to the confidence in the resulting 
values, due to the variation in observed rates. Using the 45° assumption, the 
combined face-up/face-down .and face-up/vertical stow rates are: 

RFU/ FD = RFU/ V = 
sin 45° x 0.425 + 0.045 

2 
0.425 

= 0.150 ± 0.05%/day 

(0.37 ± 0.07) 

The above degradation rate holds for nominal conditions with heliostats 
operated during the day at a 45° angle, and stowed either face-down or vertical 
at night. It should be noted that the degradation rates for converted and 
vertical stow are assumed to be equal. 

Adding the previously determined range of severe weather degradation rates to 
the above benign condition degradation rates gives the averaged total degrada
tion rate. For the inverting heliostat, the reflector can be positioned 
vertical or inverted, depending on wind and rain conditions, with the vertical 
or near vertical position probably preferred whenever any natural cleaning 
occurs. 

It should be noted that face-down stow is an assumed option, not necessarily 
a required stow position. The inverted stow capability may only be used 
under high wind conditions, and vertical stow used under nominal conditions. 
This stowage mode may decrease dust buildup on the back surface, which could 
be washed onto the mirror under conditions of inverted stow in a rainstorm 
accompanied by high winds. Although there are degradation effects with 
inverted stow under severe weather conditions, these possible additional 
losses have not been included to make the increased washing cost values for a 
noninverting heliostat even more conservative. The non-inverting heliostat 
would, of course, be stowed vertical whenever practical, and face-up under 
high wind conditions. 

/ 
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In summary, the total daily average degradation rates due to both nominal 
severe dust buildup conditions, assuming an average 45° angle during the day, 
and ignoring natural cleaning, is given in Table 2-8. 

Table 2-8. Total Degradation Rate Summary 

Inverting heliostat 
degradation rate R = 0.150%/day 

Non-inverting heliostat 
degradation rate 

Nominal degradation rate 

Additional average 
degradation rate due to 
severe weather 

Total degradation rate for 
vertical stow 

2.2.3 Washing Frequency Analysis 

0.150%/day 

0.0483 to 0.1884%/day 

0.198 to 0.338%/day 

Using the previously generated reflectance degradation rates, the average 
number of cleaning cycles required per year to maintain reflectance above a 
prescribed value is determined. Two conditions are used. First, it is 
assumed that washing is only required eight months out of the year, since 
at least four months (December through f4arch) and possibly August, September 
and November have sufficient rain, snow and/or frost, to maintain high 
reflectance values for properly positioned heliostats. It is next assumed 
that natural cleaning is not at all effective. Based on NWC results, and 
supported by CRTF data, it appears to be far more likely that at least four 
months, on the average, of natural cleaning can be utilized by properly posi
tioning the heliostats. However; washing frequencies and associated costs 
assuming a full year of required maintenance cleaning will be more conservative 
when comparing the inverting stow and non-inverting stow economics. The mini
mum and maximum average degradation rates for the non-inverting heliostat are 
used. 

The number of washing operations per year, NWis determined from: 
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where ~p = 3%, 6%, 9%, or 12%. The degradation rates used for the inverting 

and non-inverting heliostat are: 

RIH = 0.15%/day for the inverting stow heliostat 
0.20%/day for the non-inverting stow heliostat, minimum rate. R = 

NINMIN 
R = 

NIHMAX 
0.34%/day for the non-inverting heliostat, maximum rate. 

The results are summarized in Table 2-9, without consideration of the cost 
optimum allowed reflectance loss and hence the optimum number of cleaning 
operations required on an average yearly basis. These effects are considered 
in following sections. 

2.2.3.1 Cleaning Materials Usage 
The quantity of wash solution and deionized water assumed for this analysis 
is based on results of tests at NWC which are summarized in Table 2-10 .. For 
example, based on the results of washing heliostat H4 with minimum quantities 
of cleaning solution (1.25 gallons of CB120 and 5.75 gallons of deionized 
~Jdter) and achieving full recovery of the initial reflectivity, it is assumed 
that 1.5 gallons of cleaning solution and six gallons of deionized water will 

be effective. 

2.2.3.2 Heliostat Cleaning Rate 
The time required to clean a full scale heliostat (40-50M2) with one technician 
using a single hand held-spray wand has been shown to be of the order of three 
minutes (see Table 2-10). Use of multiple spray wands positioned on a truck 
will allow much more rapid cleaning. If a single wash truck is used to clean 

. and rinse the heliostat, it can be assumed that the track moves by each helio
stat at a rate that allows 30 seconds for the wash application, followed by 
30 seconds of dwell time and 30 seconds for rinsing. If the wash spray wands 
are positioned on a near vertical support and the width of the heliostat is 
22 ft; then the truck can move at a steady rate of 0.5 mph. If the rinse 
spray wands are also positioned on a vertical support, then the dwell time for 
each incremental column of wash solution residing on the heliostat before 
rinsing will be 30 seconds. The separation distance between the wash and rinse 
wands would be 22 ft. If the distance between heliostats is assumed to be of 
the order of the width of the heliostat, the net transit time per heliostat 
would be one minute. 
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Table 2-9. Number of Washing Operations Per Year 

Stow position assumptions Wash 8 months/year Wash 12 months/year 
and rate allowed loss allowed loss 

Allowed loss: 3% 6% 9% 12% 3% 6% 9% 12% 

Inverting heliostat, 12.2 6.1 4.1 3.0 18.3 9.1 6.1 4.6 
face down stow 
R = 0.150%/day* 

Non-inverting heliostat, 16.2 8.1 5.4 4.1 24.3 12.2 8.1 6.1 
vertical stow with 
0.05%/day additional 
degradation due to 
winds and light rain 
and forced face-up stow 
R = O.20%/day 

Non-inverting heliostat, 27.6 13.8 9.2 6.7 41.4** 20.7 13.8 10.3 
vertical stow with 0.19%/day 
additional degradation due to 
winds and light rain and 
forced face-up stow 
R = 0.34%/day 

*The face down stow rate of 0.15%/day does not include the detrimental effect of accumulated dust on the 
bottom of heliostats being washed onto the mirror surface during heavy winds and rain with the heliostat 
inverted. This effect was observed at NWC. 

**The maximum predicted wash frequency corresponds to essentially continuous washing on a weekly basis, and 
is not economically viable. 



~ Table 2-10. Washing Effectivity Results, 3/15/77 ~ 

I 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

Application Solution a Solution Nozzle 
0 time quanti ty type type § Prewash Postwash Reflectance 

~ 
Helio- refl ectance, refl ectance, increase, Wash Rinse Wash Rinse Rinse Wash Rinse 
stat no. Pin (%) Pfinal (%) lip (%) (min) (min) (gal) (gal) Wash (water) (gpm) (gpm) 

HI 65.88 78.24 12.36 1.0 5.0 1. 50 14.00 A69M D. I. 1 5 

H2 56.08 76.50 20.42 1.0 3.7 1.25 8.75 A69M D. I. 1 5 

H3 69.23 87.46 18.23 1.0 3.0 0.75 8.0 A69M D. I. 1 5 

H4 73.31 87.65 10.69 1.0 2.0 1. 25 5.75 C8120 D.!. 1 5 

IH1 76.80 86.5 8.30 } 
'" 1.4 2.8 1.60 7.75 C8120 D.!. 1 5 '" IH1' 72.16* 86.60 14.44 

Waiting period between wash and rinse = 1 minute. A69M and C8120 available from McGeon Chemical Company. 

IH1' = 3/32 in. float glass (foam core) HI, H2, H3 = acrylic coating 
IH1 = 1/4 in. float glass (laminated) *Reflectivity of IH1' as received from 
H4 = laminated glass plant following fabrication. 



To achieve shorter wash times with the flexibility of longer dwell times, blo 

trucks may be used. The wash truck would precede the rinse truck by one 
minute, for example, and would move at a rate of one mph. The net transit 
time per heliostat could then be decreased to 30 seconds. An advantage of 
using two trucks is that dwell times can be varied as required by changing 
environmental conditions, without affecting the total wash time, simply by 
varying the distance between the two trucks. However, rates much faster than 
one heliostat per 30 seconds may not be practical for spray techniques because 
of the limitation of water runoff times. Esoteric wash techniques involving 
mechanical brushes, air jets, vacuums, etc., are not considered in this 
ana lys is. 

The manpower required in both of the above cases may be the same because it 
is customary to use· a "buddy" system and, therefore, the single wash/rinse 
truck could require a driver and technician, whereas the tandem trucks may 
use only one driver in each truck who could assist each other in the event of 
accident. The single truck may also require a driver and a technician to 
monitor the positions of the two spray wands. 

2.2.3.3 Equipment, Materials, and t1anpower Levels 
The equipment. materials. and manpower levels required to wash a field of 
heliostats was determined for a range of conditions. Two extreme wash 
conditions were considered with corresponding intermediate conditions. These 
conditions for a 100 MWe plant field are that provisions are made for: 

1. Sufficient equipment to wash 18,000 heliostats in five days, eight 
hour shifts with 30 seconds per heliostat, and tandem trucks, with two drivers, 

2. Sufficient equipment to wash 18,000 heliostats in ten days, 8 hour 
shifts, with 30 seconds per heliostat, and tandem trucks, with two drivers. 

3. Sufficient equipment to wash 18,000 heliostats in five days, 8 hour 
shift with one minute per heliostat, and a single truck, with a driver and 
technician. 

4. Sufficient equipment to wash 18,000 heliostats in ten days, 8 hour 
shifts, with one minute per heliostat, and a single truck, with a driver and 
technician. 
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2.2.4 Cost Analysis 
Cost analyses are presented in the following which consider labor, capital 
equipment, materials usage, and cleaning frequency cost implications from four 
standpoints. First, the cost· of providing an inverted stow capability are 
determined. Second; the costs in constant 1978 dollars of cleaning a field 
of he1iostats is determined for a range of reasonable values of manhours 
and quantity usage. Third, the effects of inflation and monetary discount 
rates are considered. Fourth, allowable degradation is determined based on 
a minimum total cost associated with both cleaning and adding he1iostats to 
the field to make up for the lost energy due to additional allowed degradation . . 
The cost optimized degradation values and associated cleaning frequencies are 
then compared on a total cost basis to determine the relative costs of the 
inverting and non-inverting designs. It is shown that the non-inverting 
design results in a substantial net cost savings compared to the inverting 
design. 

2.2.4.1 Inverted Stow Costs 

Cost of Providing Inverting Stow Capability 
The costs of providing an inverting stow capability to be used predominately 
during periods of high winds has been determined as part of the Prototype 
Hel iostat study (Reference 2-1 ). El imination of this capabil ity gives a 
potential cost savings of approximately $552 per heliostat, as shown in 
Table 2-11. Thus, any non-inverting annualized additional washing cost (for 
a 30-year life) less than this amount would indicate that from a cleaning 
standpoint, it is cheaper to eliminate the capability to invert. The details 
of the cost breakdown for inverting are summarized below. 

The cost of being able to invert the he1iostat is associated with three 
aspects of the design: (1) added azimuth weight, (2) additional elevation 

drive parts, and (3) lost mirror area, due to the slot required to clear the 
pedestal. These costs are shown in Table 2-11 (from Reference 2-2) and 
are based on the costs as factored for the production rate of 25,000 heliostats 
per year. For the inverting heliostat, an additional 5.2 square meters of 
mirror is lost due to the slot required to invert, and therefore, more 
heliostats are required for a field of a given total energy capacity. The 
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Table 2-11. Approximate He1iostat Costs Associated With a 100 MWe 
Stand-Alone Electric Generating P1ant* 
(Not Including Respective Washing Costs) 

Inverting 

Cost: 

Area: 

Reflectivity, 
R = 0.92 

Number of 
he1iostats: 18,000 

Total cost = $72 x 49.05 x 0.92 

= $3,249/he1iostat 

= $58.483,296/fie1d 

Noninverting 

Cost: $3,249 less hardware costs associated 
with inverting, plus cost of additional 
ref1 ector area. 

Hardware savings: 

Azimuth housing weight 

Elevation drive 

Drag link 

Bushing 

Pin 

0.90 

$ 22.56 

0.50 

1.50 

Inverting hinge point 6.00 

Stowage jack 224.58 

Motor 49.25 

Electronics 10.0C 

Total $315.29 

Additional reflector 
area cost: $49.46 (5.2 m2) 

Net savings = $265.83 

Total cost/ 
he1iostat = $2,983.17/heliostat 

Number of he1iostats = 16.275 

Total cost per field = $48.551,091 

Cost savings = $9,932,205 per field for reduced hardware and increased 
he1iostat area if inverting stow capability is eliminated. 

Cost savings = $552/he1iostat (based on 18,000 he1iostats) 

*From Solar Central Receiver Prototype He1iostat. Final Technical Report. 
August 1978. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., Huntington Beach, CA. 
DOE Contract EG-77-C-03-1605. 
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cost of the mirror includes both the added square footage of the mirror module 
. and added stringer length, both of which are costed on a dollar per area basis. 
The overall hardware costs are determined for a 100 MWe field of 18,000 invert
ing heliostats, and 16,275 non-inverting heliostats. The net hardware savings, 
and the savings associated with increasing the reflector area are approximately 
equal. 

There are additional possible savings associated with elimination of the inverted 
stow capability and use of face-up stow in high winds. For example, the motor 
torque and horsepower ratings, drive ratio, and maximum loads are determined in 
part by the requirement to achieve an inverted stow position during a period of 
increasing wind due to an approaching storm front. Achieving a face-up stow 
position can be accomplished more rapidly, and therefore the loads, torque, horse
power, etc., would'be less. It is this particular aspect which allows the area of 
a non-inverting he1iostat to be greater than that of an inverting heliostat, while 
using the same drive unit. Also, the reflector may be positioned in a more opti
mum manner if the inverting requirement is eliminated, possibly reducing wind and 
gravity loads, and hence weight and cost. The he1iostats may be located closer to 
the tower; thereby reducing tower height, tower and receiver costs, atmospheric 
attenuation and spillage. I~ith fewer he1iostats for a given app1 ication, opera
tions and maintenance costs will also be reduced. These additional considerations 
have not been included in this study, but will lead to significant additional 
cost savings. 

2.2.4.2 C1eariing Costs 
The costs associated with cleaning a field of 18,000 he1iostats are summarized 
in Tables 2-12 and -13, along with key assumptions as to amount of equipment and 
material required, washing technique, manpower levels, etc. It is seen that the 
cost of washing a he1iostat is of the order of $0.77 to $1.32 per he1iostat, per 
cleaning, where a range of cost assumptions generate the maximum and minimum 
washing costs. 

2.2.4.3 Monetary Effects 
Since monetary parameters can have a substantial effect on total cleaning costs, 
and since it is necessary to compare the effective 3D-year cleaning costs with 
the additional capital cost of providing an inverting capability, it is necessary 
to reduce the 3D-year cleaning costs to a "present value," based on inflation 
and monetary discount rates. The "present worth factor" (PWF) is used, where 
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Table 2-12. Washing Cost Factors Using Spray-Soak Washers on a Single Truck 
for an 18,000 Heliostat Field (1 Minute per Heliostat Wash 
Period with Sufficient Equipment to Wash Entire Field in 
5 Working Days, 8 Hour Night Shift Operation) 

Assumptions 

1. One minute wash per heliostat 
2. Wash truck sized for 480 

heliostats 
3. Two man crew per truck 
4. Cleaning solutions: 5% 
5. 1.5 gal cleaning solution per 

hel iostat 

6. 6 gal 01 rinse water per 
hel iostat 

7. Oiesel fuel consumption 12 gall 
hour 

8. 0.5 hours per truck reload 
9. Equipment depreciates to zero 

value in 10 years 
10. Approximately 12 cleanings/year 

Man-

Calculations 
Equipment/req'd 
rna teri a 1 s/l1a sh 

hours/ Unit 
wash cost 

Cost/ 
wash 

18,000 
60 mln 

18,000 
480 

300 hours for field 

= 37.5 reloads for field 

37.5 x 0.5 hr - 18.75 hrs. reload 

300 + 18.75 = 320 hrs. total wash 
time for entire 
field 

Trucks required: 320 
40 

Manhours required: 

8 trucks 

8 vehicles x 2 men. x 40 hrs = vehlcles 

Vehicle maintenance: 
8 vehicles x 40 hrs x 10% 

Fuel required: 
40 hrs. x 12 gal/hr x 8 
vehicles = 

01 water required: 
18,000 x 6 + (18,000 
x 95%) = 

Cleaning solution required: 
18,000 x 1.5 x 5% = 

3,840 gal. 

133,650 gal. 

1,350 gal. 

640 

32 

$50K $ 3,333.0 

$15.0 $ 9,600.0 

$30.0 $ 960.0 

$ 0.56 $ 2,150.0 

$ 0.025 $ 3,341.0 

$ 3.25 $ 4,387.0 

Total: $23,771.0 

or $1.32/heliostat/wash 

Note: Softened water, ats l¢/gal., rather than deionized water, at 2.5¢/gal., 
may be used for rinsing. Rinse water costs would then be $1,336.50, for a 
savings of $2,005 per wash. Cleaning solution costs may be as low as 
$2.90/gal., for a cost per wash of $3,915, and a savings of $472. The total 
cost per wash would then be $21,294 or $1.18/wash/heliostat. 
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Table 2-13. Washing Cost Factors Alternate Spray Soak Method, Using Two 
Trucks on an 18.000 Heliostat Field (30 Second Wash Period 
With Sufficient Equipment to Wash Entire Field in 10 Working 
Days, 8 Hour Night Shift Operation) 

Assumptions 

1. 0.5 min wash per heliostat 
2. Both wash trucks sized for 480 

hel iostats 
3. One man crew per truck 
4. Two trucks in tandem 
5. Cleaning solution 5% 

6. 1.5 gal cleaning solution per 
heliostat 

7. 6 gal DI rinse per heliostat 
8. Fuel consumption 12 gal/hr. 
9. 0.5 hour to reload both trucks 

10. Equipment depreciates to zero 
value over 30 years 

Calculations 
Equipment req'd Manhours/ Unit 
materials/wash wash cost Cost/wash 

18,000 
120 min. 

18,000 
480 

= 150 hours for field 

= 37.5 reloads for field 

37.5 x '0.5 hr. = 18.75 hours reload 

150 + 18.75 = 170 hours for field 

Trucks required 1~~ x 2 = 4 trucks 

Manhours required 170 x 2 = 

Vehicle maintenance 4 x 80 x 10% = 

Fuel required 80 x 12 x 4 = 3,840 gal. 

DI water required 6 x 18,000 + 
(1.5 x 18,000 x 95%) = 133.650 gal. 

Cleaning solution required 
1.5 x 18.000 x 5% = 1,350 gal. 

$50K $ 1 ,555.0 

340 $15.0 $ 5,100.0 

32 $30.0 $ 960.0 

$0.56 $ 2,150.0 

$0.025 $ 3,341.0 

$3.25 $ 4.387.0 

$16,493.0/wash 
or $0.92/heliostat/wash 

Note: Softened water. at l¢/gal., rather than deionized water at 2.5¢/gal., 
may be used for rinsing. Rinse water costs would then be $1.336.50 for 
a savings of $2.005 per wash. Cleaning solution costs may be as low as 
$2.90/gal .• for a cost per wash of $3.915 and a savings of $472. The 
total cost per wash would then be $14.016 or $0.77/wash/he1iostat. 
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and 

PWF = 1 
l+i 

i = Discount rate (return on investment. % per year) 
r = Inflation rate (% per year) 
n = 

x = 

Number of years 
1 + r 
1+1 

(3) 

It should be noted that for x = 1. it is necessary to use L'Hospital 's rule. 
and equation (3) reduces to PWF = n/1+i. Normally. i ~ r. and. therefore. 
x ~ 1. and the present worth is less than n/1 + i. 

2.2.4.4 Cost Optimum Cleaning Frequency and Allowed Degradation 
In a simplified manner. the minimum cost of delivering a given amount of power 
can be determined as a function of the allowed degradation rate. For a given 
solar plant yearly output. more heliostats are required as the allowed 
degradation value is increased. In Reference 2-2, the minimum total cost 
equation is derived. which gives the allowed degradation. ~ p, in terms of 
heliostat costs CH, cleaning costs per wash. CWo degradation rate. RD, and 
monetary parameters (inflation. r. and discount rate, i). 

From Reference 2-2. the total cost of the collector field, including (1) costs 
for the heliostats (18,000 for inverting. 16.275 for non-inverting). (2) addi
tional heliostat costs to account for the decrease in operational reflectivity, 
and (3) present worth of the 3D-year cleaning costs, is given by 

where, 
A = 365 CWRD [IIi (f:~~] 
B = 181 
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c = 2p = 184 initial 
D = 18.000 for inverting. and 16.275 for non-inverting 

The minimum total cost corresponds to an allowed decrease in reflectivity. np, 

given by 

= 

It is assumed that cleaning occurs when the initial reflectivity is decreased 
by np. 

Figure 2-2 shows the dependence of total collector field costs on washing cost 
per heliostat. heliostat stowage configuration. heliostat cost, and reflectance 
degradation. It should be noted that the relatively shallow curves indicate 
that the cost minimum is relatively insensitive to the np selected. However, 
once the np is selected, the number of additional heliostats, as well as the 
stowage configuration. is set for that field. and the np allowed before 
cleaning is initiated is then set for that field. Figure 2-2 does not indicate 
that plant operators can allow np to vary widely without incurring changes in 
total cost due to lost energy, or additional maintenance cleaning. 

Table 2-14 summarizes the major results of this task. Using reasonably 
practical values for inflation rate, r = 8%, and monetary discount rate. 
i = 10.2%, the total potential cost savings achievable by eliminating the 
inverted stow capability is found to be 12.07 to 13.28%, and is not sensitive 
to the cost of washing a heliostat. For a commercial 100 MWe field, the net 
cost savings achieved by eliminating the inverted stow capability is approxi
mately $8 million. 

The number of times the field of heliostats would be washed per year ranges 
from 9 to 12, depending on cleaning costs per heliostat, assuming natural 
cleaning does not occur. The number of cleanings may be reduced to 6 to 8 per 
year if natural cleaning occurs roughly four months out of the year. 
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Table 2-14. Total Cost Comparison of Inverting and Non-Inverting Heliostats 

Item 

Present worth 
washing cost 

Additional 
heliostats at $3,249 

Subtotal 

Cost of 18,000 
inverting heliostats 
at $3,249/heliostat 

Total 

Results 

Inverting heliostats 
conditions 

$0.77/wash/heliostat $1.32/wash/he1iostat 

/J.p = 6.75% /J.p =8.74% 

Nw = 8.11 N~l = 6.26 

NH = 18,382 NH = 18,591 

Cost Cost 

$2,367,296 $3,145,924 

$1,241,118 $1,920,159 

$3,608,414 $5,096,082 

$58,482,000 $58,482,000 

$62,090,414 $63,578,082 

Item 

Present worth 
washing cost 

Additional 
he1iostats at $2,983.17 

Subtotal 

Cost of 16,275 
non-inverting 
heliostats at $2,983.17 

Total 

Non-inverting heliostats 
conditions 

$0.77/wash/he1iostat $1.32/wash/he1iostat 

/J.p = 10.36% /J.p = 13.35% 

NH = 11. 97 NW = 9.29 

NH = 16,968 NH = 17 ,263 

Cost Cost 

$3,227,159 $4,376,365 

$2,067,219 $2,947,496 

$5,294,378 $7 ,356,381 

$48,548,325 $48,548,325 

$53,842,703 $55,904,706 

Net cost savings = $62,09~6~:690~~i4842,703 x 100% = 13.28% for $0.77/wash/he1iostat case 

Net cost savings $63,57~~~8~7~$~~;904,706 x 100% 12.07% for $1.32/wash/heliostat case 

(1) Conditions shown are for minimum total cost based on optimum /J.p. 
(~) Present worth factor is 20.66 for a 30 year life generating plant. Assumes inflation rate r 8%, 10.2%, and 

ll+r 
monetary factor x = l+i = 0.980. 



The approach presented above is adequate for estimating a first order cost savings 
for the non-inverting heliostat design including the effects of additional clean
ing. However, this approach does not give the overall minimum cost of delivered 
power as a function of cleaning frequency since it assumes that the inverting 
and non-inverting fields are compared on the basis of equal total energy deli
vered. -To obtain the minimum cost of delivered energy as a function of cleaning 
frequency, it is necessary to compare the incremental cost of additional cleaning 
with the incremental value of additional energy. This technique has been used 
recently by Eason (Reference 2-7). The optimum cleaning frequencies found are 
somewhat higher than those predicted above, assuming the same degradation rate. 

2.3 RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL EFFORT 
Additional studies which would be beneficial in assessing cleaning cost and 
operational implications of inverting and non-inverting heliostats are listed 
below. 

1. Continual monitoring of existing specimens and heliostats will provide 
useful information on reflectance losses and gains associated with severe weather 
conditions. In particular, the effect of seasonally heavy rains on specimens 
and heliostats exposed for over two to three years at NWC could be determined 
to assess long term natural cleaning and degradation. 

2. Heliostats at Sandia Laboratories and possibly NWC or other desert 
sites should be monitored while being operated and stowed in various ways which 
simulate actual plant operation. To date, this has not been practical. 

3. Heliostat dust build-up patterns on surfaces due to wind and rain, 
condensation patterns, etc., can cause wide variations in reflectance degrada
tion. Overall reflectance losses for the entire heliostat are therefore pre
ferred and require techniques more practical than isolated point measurements 
or laboratory measurements of small specimens. 

4. Analyses such as those herein can be refined by additional effort and 
improvements made for field average degradation rates, cost optimums, etc. In 
particular, field optimization computer programs, or derived results from these 
programs, should be used to determine the number of additional heliostats 
required to maintain the same output energy load as the allowed degradation is 
increased. More accurate cost projections can then be made including cost 
increments for tower height, atmospheric attenuation, maintenance, heliostat 
power requirements, optimum stowage angles, etc. 
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5. The operational modes required to take full advantage of potential 
natu,ral cleaning deserve further investigation. For example. since heavy 
frost formation can be used to clean heliostats. heliostats may be stowed face 
up at night to accumulate frost and then positioned facing the sun in the 
morning to allow the frost to slide off. These conditions have been observed. 
but are not well understood. Similarly. it is not clear what the best orien
tation sequence is for heavy rainfall. 

6. Operational algorithms can be developed which allow plant operators 
to properly position the heliostats as a function of actual or forecasted 
weather conditions. 

7. Data is required from other sites. including such considerations 
as air pollution effects on soiling rates. In particular. hybrid and repower
ing solar plants will be located in the vicinity of coal or oil burning power 
plants. and the stack gas emissions. cooling tower effluent. and in the case 
of coal. delivery and handling system for the fuel. can have significant effects 
on mirror soiling rates compared to the relatively clean conditions in the 
desert. These rates would be required before a final recommendation could 
be made regarding stowage conditions. 

8. Vertical stow of heliostats under desert conditions (without pave
ment as at CRTF) has not been investigated. The possibility of additional 
dust buildup near the bottom of the reflector exists and deserves consideration. 

9. Full scale washing tests of heliostats are required to determine 
actual costs in terms of manpower. quantity usage. and rates. Use of softened 
rinse water should be considered in view of potential savings of 20 percent of 
the total cleaning cost. 

10. The effects of scattering of the reflected beam due to various levels 
of dust buildup deserve consideration. especially in terms of spillage on the 
receiver and irradiation of adjacent receiver structural support areas. 

11. Design and cost estimates for a non-inverting heliostat are justified 
at this time, and would provide the basis for a subsequent fabrication and test 
program. 

2.4 CONCLUS IONS 
1. For a 100 t1We Commercial Central Receiver Solar Thermal Power System, 

. a cost savings of approximately $7.7 x 106 to $8.25 x 106 per field, or 12.07 

to 13.28%, is achievable by eliminating the inverted stow capability, even 

though additional cleaning cycles are required. 
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2. Monetary parameters have a significant effect on the cleaning costs. 
3. For the optimum total cost condition of a non-inverting heliostat, 

with an 8% inflation rate and 10% discount rate, the number of cleaning oper

ations ranges from 6 to 8 per year with natural cleaning, to 9 to 12 per year 
without natural cleaning (assuming constant annual energy delivered). 

4. The range of cleaning costs is $0.77 to $1.32/wash/heliostat, depend
ing on cleaning technique and use of softened or deionized water. 

5. Cost savings associated with eliminating the inverting capability are 
based on prototype heliostat costs in mass production. The necessarily higher 
heliostat costs associated with near term, low production rate demonstration 
projects accentuate the potential savings if the inverting stow capability ;s 
eliminated. Further consideration of an inverting stow requirement for near 
term projects ;s therefore in order. 
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Section 3 
TASK II - HAIL STUDY 

3.1 OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this task is to review and summarize the historical weather 

data for the eight south\~estern states, including the size of hailstone, 
frequency ofoccurence and associated wind velocity. Storm correla-
tions with location, season of year, neteorological conditions, and ability 
to predict hailstorms in time to orient the heliostats (if such maneuvering is 
effective in protecting the heliostats), is an additional objective. ~axiMum 

use is made of existing national weather data, other studies, and previous hail 
test results. Advantageous additional hail testing ;s proposed. A further 
objective is to utilize available hail test data to construct an analytical 
vulnerability model for heliostat glass mirror breakage. 

One of the major objectives of this task is to assess the cost implications of 
hail impact on a non-inverting heliostat. Because of the probable correlation 
between severe' hail storms and high winds, it is assumed that the non-inverting 

heliostats would be stowed face-up. It is therefore necessary to deterMine: 
(1) what conditions of hail impact will cause breakage for various candidate 
glass reflectors, and (2) the probable hailstone diameters to be encountered 
by the field throughout its life, for various regions of the U.S.' Each of 
these aspects is presented below, and the cost implications of the non
inverting heliostat compared with the inverting heliostat. 

3.2 HAIL STATISTICS 

3.2.1 Approach 

Hail, as a spectacular and damaging meteorological manifestation, bas been the 
subject of considerable interest for many years. Early work did not yield 
much quantitatively useful information of the sort needed for the present 
study. Changnon gives a brief survey of this work in Reference 3-1. Chanqnon 
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has also listed the data available as of June 1977 by type of source (U.S. 
\'leather Service, hail insurilnce industry data, and relatively small scale 
("meso-network") hail data) .3-1 Because of the availabil ity of this authori
tative survey, the present report will emphasize areas where additional 
information is available (or in some cases, where additional work should be 

done) . 

To anticipate, in what follows it will be· clear that insufficient data exist 
to thoroughly characterize the hail environment of the eight southwestern 
states. However, hail density and fall speeds under gravity are well known. 
Point frequencies of hail ("point" ranging in meaning from a hail detection 
device of about one square foot to the field of view of an observer at a 
weather station or on a farm) are reasonably well known, as is the general 
pattern of causality and intensity throughout the country. Some information 
is available on hailstone sizes and size distributions, and on hailstone 
shapes. Some information also exists on the ratios of area-to-point hail 
frequencies, but these m'ay vary from place to place and perhaps are controlled 
by the care of observation. Finally, not much information is available on the 
correlation of wind speed with hailstone size. 

In addition to the above data, another source of information exists: records 
of crop and property damage caused by hail. These are discussed, and property 
damage is chosen as the more useful data. The available information is shown; 
it is more directly applicable but less well supported than hail characteris
tics data. The property damage data are generally in agreement with the point 
frequency and intensity data, with one exception of importance to this study: 
in Utah, northern Arizona and northern New t1exico, point frequencies are high, 
and intensity is listed as moderate, but the property damage potential (as a 
fraction of local property value) is quite low. 

3.2.2 Available Meteorological Data 

3.2.2.1 Point Frequency and Intensity 

Point frequency of hail is generally taken to mean the average annual number 
of days in which hail is observed at a given location. Observation can be by 
an observer, or by impact on a detector. Some discussion of instrumentation 
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will appear in succeeding sections; here it may suffice to note that the type 
of observation can affect the results, as a human observer is not likely to 
miss seeing a large hailstone that barely misses him, while a near miss of a 
detector might as well be in another state. However, hail data are almost 
always subject to this sort of uncertainty, and their use must be with 

reservations. 

The best available information on point frequency of hail was based on data 
from 1285 stations in 17 states:-2 This information is shown in Figure 3-1, 
in which "first-order stations" refers to U.S. Weather Service stations manned 
by trained observers . .It is not clear whether the small-scale structure in 
Figure 3-1 is entirely valid; for example, the drop from nine to four days and 
the following rise to seven days on a straight line some 200 miles lonq from 
the southeast corner of Hyoming to almost directly south to eastern central 
Colorado is suspect. Nevertheless, the general pattern is believed to be 
rel iable. 

Point frequencies, together with the primary cause of hail, peak hail season, 
and intensity,. were used to define 14 hail regions in the contiquous U.S.3-1 

These are shown in Figure 3-2. In view of the causal input and the absence of 
small-scale structure, the information of Figure 3-2 may well be more appro
priate for predictions than that of Figure 3-1. 

3.2.2.2 Effect of Target Area on Frequency of Hail Impact 
In attempting to predict hail damage, it is not sufficient to know the rate of 
occurrence of hail at a "point." The area of the target wi 11 clearly affect 
its probability of being hit, and this must be accounted for. 

Area-to-Point Frequency Ratios 
One method of determining impact vulnerability for an object is by establish
ing a ratio of area hail-day frequencies to point hail-day frequencies. This 
ratio would be expected to be a function of the area for which the hail fre
quency was sought, and of the size of the "point." The results of some 
attempts at correlating this ratio are shown in Figure 3-3 (see also References 
3 -1, 3 -3, 3 -4, and 3 -5 ) . 
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Some of these results seem to correlate well, but some questions arise. One 
is of self-consistency, which seems to require that the area-to-point fre
quency ratio is one at a target area equal to the "point" area. This cannot 
be checked from the work leading to Figure 3-3, as "point" areas are not 
given. 

Hints of consistency appear in Figure 3-3, as it implies that the curve for 
states involved data from U.S. \~eather Service stations with human observers, 
while the Illinois and Colorado networks used detectors; the latter cover much 
less area, consistent with the intercept of the respective curves with the 
area axis. These conclusions are not firm, but can in principle be made so, 
by examining the relevant information. This should be done before the results 
of Figure 3-3 are used. 

A second question is whether the curves shown in Figure 3-3 can be expected to 
change as they cross a characteristic hailstorm length dimension (it is not 
clear what the proper dimension is; the width of a hailstorm path (a hail 
swath) is some 10 Km, while the width of one of the discrete deposition areas 
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(hailstreaks) of which it is composed is about 2 Km3-1). This expectation 

arises because for scales much larger than the characteristic dimension the 
area-to-point frequency ratio refers to the scale and spacing of hailstorms, 
while for scales much smaller than this, the ratio involves the scales and 
spacing of regions of varying intensity within individual storms. There seems 
no reason to expect these relationships to be the same. It thus is not clear 
that curves such as those of Figure 3-3 can be used with point frequencies of 
hail to get the frequency of hail impact on areas of dimensions of several 
meters (such as heliostats). Further, since for areas of the order of 2-4 Km2, 
corresponding to a field of heliostats, the area to point average hail day fre
quency is approximately 1, the probability of occurrence for a field can be 
estimated by either method, but it will not be known if all heliostats and/or 
all panels will be impacted by stones sufficiently large and frequent to cause 
breakage. 

Areal Density of Hailstones 
Another, and more direct, means of finding the effect of target size on the 
probability of impact is to use the average number of hailstones or the 

average number of hailstones in a given size range striking the ground or a 

suitable detector, per unit area. Relatively few data of this sort are avail
able (primarily because the volunteer observer networks were not asked to 
report this information). Some such data 3-6 are quoted in a study of hail risk 
to solar collectors 3-7; this study will be treated in some depth in later 
sections. Other such data are available. 3-8 The same problem noted in the 
discussion of area-to-point frequency ratios, that of the possibility of 
changing behavior upon crossing the characteristic single-storm length scale, 
can be expected to occur here too; but in this case, the data are all taken 
at smaller scale lenqths. It is conjectured more study of these two kinds of 
data, taken at such widely differing scales, would clarify some features of 
hail behavior, and would allow predictions to be made of hailstone size distri
bution frequency for given areas (e.g., the area of a heliostator individual 
reflector panels). 
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3.2.2.3 Hailstone Sizes 

Size Distributions 
A great deal of information has been collected and published on hailstone 
sizes. Partial surveys of the literature exist. 3-1,3-2,3-7,3-8 The main 

emphasis in the present work has been given to finding correlation data rather 
than raw data. 

The most widely used correlation for hail size distributions is the 
exponential, 

(1) 

where N(D) and No have units m-3 cm-1, D is in cm. and A in cm-1. In equation 
(1) A is of the character of an inverse diameter, and governs the width of the 
distribution. If A is small there are many large hailstones, and the reverse 
is also true, while NolA is equal to the total number of hailstones per cubic 
meter. The alternative expression 

(2) 

is sometimes used; for D ~ Dmin , (1) and (2) are clearly equivalent, for 

It should be noted that (1) is not the best distribution function available. 
There is clear evidence that the lognormal distribution 

2 
N(D) = IT e -b(ln D-c) (3) 

better represents physical reality3-16.The improvement appears as one qoes 
to decreasing sizes: the lognormal distribution reaches a peak and then begins 
to decrease rapidly as ln D begins to assume increasingly negative values, 
while the exponential distribution continues to increase (unless provided with 
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a cutoff, as in (2), which seems equally unphysical). In the middle and upper 
size ranges the lognormal follows the exponential quite closely, however, and 
since these are the ranges we are concerned with, the exponential suffices 
here. 

Both distributions fit the data reasonably well from diameters of about 
0.5 cm to some upper value between 1.5 and 3 cm. Parameters of the fit are 
shown in Table 3-1. Above this upper value, the number of hailstones per cm 
diameter interval often drops much more sharply than the exponential (orlog~ 

normal) function. This is what is referred to in Table 3-1 as a truncated 
distribution. In no case have more large hailstones been observed than 
would be predicted by the exponential distribution. 

Si ze by Location 
Some limited evidence exists that hailstone sizes vary by location3-1 . This 
is not unreasonable as the causes of hail also vary (Figure 3-2). Some dis-

Table 3-1. Experimentally Determined Parameters 
in the Exponential Hail 1D 
Distribution N(D) = Noe-

No A 

Reference Distribution (-3 -1 ) m cm (cm-l ) Remarks 

9, 10 Hail collected 
from ground 

10 3.1 Many individual 

11 

13 

14 

15 Data taken aloft 
by armored 
aircraft 

16 Not seeded 
Seeded 
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3.8 
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3.9 Average of 16 
distributions 

2.75 Distributions 
2.67 truncated, 

especially at 
large sizes 



tributions from Reference 3-1 are shown in Figure 3-4 from that reference, in 
which Changnon states, " .... the greatest frequency of larger stones is found 
in the lee-of-the-mountain locales (Alberta and Colorado) with smaller stones 
dominating the distributions in Illinois, New England and Arizona (a mountain
top area)." While insufficient data seem to exist to correlate these varia
tions, they should be kept in mind. 

~·1aximum Si zes 
This subject is not always directly useful, but it is always interesting. 
Outside of anecdotal and single-instance examples, there appear to be few 
correlations of maximum sizes. One such appears in Reference 3-12, in which 
A (equation (1)) was plotted against Dmax for data of several investigations 

n (References 3-9, 3-10, 3-11, 3-13, 3-14). A curve of the form Dmax A = k was 
fit to the data; the best fit was approximately 

Dmax A = 8 
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This is an interesting result, but the present author views it wit~ some 
skepticism. This is because the data on which it is based scatter rather 
widely. For example, for A = 3 cm- l (a not unreasonable value, see Table 3-1), 

Equation (6) predicts Dmax ~ 3 cm while a data result is shown at 

Dmax :. 6 cm. 

Nevertheless, the idea of a correlation between A and Dmax is interestinq, 
and is not inconsistent with the fact that for rain, which also obeys the 
exponential distribution, A decreases as the rate of precipitation and thus 
the storm intensity, and perhaps Dmax increases3-17 . One problem with plottinq 
and using data on Dmax is that since there is by definition only one hailstone 
of that size, it may be missed. It seems at least as justifiable to say that 

the stones found are all less than or (at most) equal to Dmax ' and to draw a 
curve on that basis. Hhen this is done to the data considered in Refer-
ence 3-12, the result is 

o ,1.34 = 30 max A • 
(7) 

A consistency test can be applied by comparing the largest reliably recorded 

Dmax with the observed range of A (Table 3-1). The largest hailstone in the 
U.S. fell at Coffeyville, Kansas in September, 19703-18 . It weighed 766 gms 

and, using Pice = 0.915 gm/cm3, was equivalent to a sphere of 11.7 cm diameter. 
For this Dmax ' (7) predicts A = 2.0, a result not too far at variance with the 
results shown in Table 3-1, and probably in the right direction. We conclude 

here that if there is a correlation between A and 0 ,it is probably more· max 
accurately represented by (7) than by (6), but the absolute accuracy of either 

is not known. 

Sizes and Recurrence Times 
Direct data on recurrence intervals for hailstones of various sizes was 
obtained for northeast Colorad0 3-19 and for the "Texas south plains" near 
Lubbock)3-20. Results are shown in Table 3-2 and are plotted in Figure 3-4. 
It is clear that substantial differences exist between Texas and Colorado. 
For example, in Texas l-inch diameter hailstones recur every three years, while 
in Colorado, the figure is more like three times a year. Note too that the 
data for hailstone recurrence and storm recurrence seem reasonably consistent. 
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Table 3-2. Hailstone Recurrence Intervals 

Recurrence Intervals (Yrs) 

Hailstone diameter NE Colo19 Texas 
(cm) (max/avg/min) South Plains20 

2.3 5 

2.5 0.3 

3.7 10 

4.2 25 

4.6 50 

5.1 1.3 

7.6 10.6/4.0/2.2 

10.2 125/12.9/3.2 

12.7 1000/56,2/4,0 

A region is shown on Figure 3-4 which delineates hailstones larger than 
2.5 cm (1 inch) and occurrence frequency greater than about once every 30 years, 
since these limits correspond to current design and life requirements for 
heliostats. Clearly, hailstones of 2.5 to 4 cm occur frequently enough to be 
of concern in Texas and Colorado, and much larger stones occur in parts of 
Colorado. 

3.2.2.4 Hailstone Terminal Velocities 
Considerable work has been done on this subject. The equation of motion for 
a spherical particle with a constant drag coefficient yields an equation of 
the form 

V - k 01/ 2 
T -

where VT is terminal velocity in m/sec, 0 is diameter in cm, and k is a 
3-21 constant, given by 

. / 
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For spheres of ice density and 1 to 10 cm in diameter, the Reynolds number 
at terminal velocity is in the laminar range, and a drag coefficient 
Co = 0.47 is appropriate3-17 . The resulting value of k is 14.6. 

However, hail is often neither round (some data show the average ratio of 
minimum to maximum diameter to be about 0.83-22 ), nor smooth. Roughness, in 
particular, can have a very large effect on drag if it promotes transition 
to turbulence; hailstones, like golf balls, are in the right Reynolds number 
range for this to happen. When transition occurs, drag is greatly reduced, 
CD can drop to about 0.1, and much higher fall speeds will occur. Successive 
transitions to turbulence and then back to laminar have been observed, the 
latter occurring when the hailstone was smoothed by melting. Interaction with 
gusts may also have been implicated3- 22 ,3-23. 

Considering these uncertainties, one is probably best advised to consult the 

literature for data, while remaining skeptical as to the accuracy of any given 
value of k. Some results are given in Table 3-3. 

3.2.2.5 Wind Speeds with Hail 
If wind occurs with hail, its damage-causing potential can be greatly magni
fied. Only recently has instrumentation capable of detecting lateral motion 

Reference 

21 

24 

25 

26 

Table 3-3. Parameters in the Hailstone Terminal Velocity 
Expression VT = kOn 

k 
-1 -n (msec cm ) 

14.6 

15.0 

16.2 

15.9 

17.5 

20.0 

22.0 

49 

n 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

Remarks 

Analytical 
(CD = 0.47) 

poo = 900 mbar 

700 

500 

400 
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of wi ndb 1 own hail been introduced. Thi sis the "ha ilcube," essenti ally a cube 
with aluminum foil-covered styrofoam pads on the four vertical sides and the 
top. From the impact impressions formed by hail, several important parameters 
of the hailfall, including lateral velocity induced by wind, can be 
i nferred3- 27 . 

Data have been found for individual storms. Kinetic energy contributed by 
the wind exceeded that due to terminal velocity alone for some 33 percent of 
524 observations made in the Po valley of Italy, and for most of the 88 meas
urements made in the two Nebraska hail storms 3- 27 ,3-28.3-29. In the Nebraska 

storms, wind speeds of up to 40 meters/second, or 90 mph, were reported, as 
well as increases of factors from 2 to 4 in peak total kinetic energy over 
peak vertical kinetic energy. 

Simultaneous data are, however, usually not available. Some work has been 
found relating daily maximum wind with the occurrence of thunderstorms and 
hail 3- 30 . Typical results are shown in Figure 3-5, which shows that higher 
winds occur on hail than on nonhail days. Note, though, that there is no 
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conclusive indication that the wind and the hail occur together; they mayor 
may not do so, but it seems clear that it is at least possible that high winds 
generally occur with hail, and probably increase its potential for damage. 

It is also possible that the coexistence of wind with hail can be put to good 
use. Reductions of damage downwind of obstacles, to some 10 times the obstacle 
height, has been observed under circumstances that rule out direct intercep
tion of the hail by the obstacle3- 31 . Ho~'ever, this would not provide a means 
for preventing hail damage to heliostats even when wind direction is reasonably 
constant, as seems to be the case3- 31 . Potential benefits of supposed 
decreased hail damage resulting from orienting heliostats vertical, and parallel 
to the prevailing wind, must be weighed against the risks of major structural 
and drive unit damage resulting from major shifts in wind direction, local fun
neling and redirection of the wind due to interactions with the heliostats, 
and the uncertainty and potential for rapid change of any prevailing wind 
during a severe storm. Without supporting data to show that vertical stowage 
during a storm is practical, it is considered prudent to require thathelio
stats will be stowed horizontally, and the reflector designed to withstand 
impact by the maximum hailstone diameter which can reasonably be expected to 
fall in a recurrence interval of the order of 30 years. It should also be 
noted that since high winds (>35 mph) will occur with at least some fraction 

of the severe hailstorms, heliostats will be stowed horizontally (face-up, 
for a non-inverting heliostat) but the additional kinetic energy provided by 
horizontal winds will not increase the kinetic energy on impact normal to the 
surface. Wind gusts can cause additional vertical kinetic energy, as can 
transitions from laminar to turbulent flow of the hailstone. The obvious 
implication of the potential for increased kinetic energy is that in a 9iven 
storm, with hailstones equal in nominal diameter and velocity to the verified 
design capability of the heliostats, some heliostats may suffer damage. 
Unfortunately, there is insufficient data and understanding of these varia
tions to. determine a cost optimum set of design requirements, and therefore, 
either an element of risk is introduced, by designing for expected nominal 
conditions, or perhaps unnecessary cost penalties will be imposed by designing 
for overly conservative impact conditions. These uncertainties are in addi
tion to the uncertainties of occurrence frequency, areal density, and maximum 
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stone diameters for a given location, especially in regions where data is 
sparse. It should also be noted that hail impact with high winds is potentially 

.more damaging to collector subsystem designs having regions of exposed reflec
tor normal to the hail impact velocity. Various configurations of concen
trating collector designs (e.g., parabolic trough, dish, and fixed mirror
moving receiver, etc.) may therefore require more conservative design require
ments on hail impact, or provide for reflector surface protection. 

3.2.3 Prediction of Hail Impact 
The interest in hail statistics demonstrated in the present report and in many 
of those referenced is based on the potential of damage to objects on the 

ground, including crops and, more recently, heliostats, solar cells, and other 
solar collectors. In order to evaluate damage potential, it is desirable to 
calculate impact probabilities for various hailstone sizes as a function of 
target size and location. Only two such analyses are known (References 3-7 
and 3-32). This section gives a brief critique of these analyses, together 
with suggested improvements. 

3.2.3.1 Reference 3-7 
Gonzalez estimated the probability of impact by hailstones of various sizes. 
He developed the concept, and estimated the value of the mean time Jetween 
hits (a concept based on the idea of mean time between failures in reliability 
analysis). His calculations are based on the following data: 

A. The average annual number of hail days at a given location (the point 
frequency of hail); 

B. The hailstone size distribution; and 
C. The areal densities of hailstones as observed on the ground. 

The last item is used to relate point frequency to frequency for finite areas. 

The approach used by Gonzalez thus accounts for the important factors. How
ever, due to a shortage of data, he is forced to make several important 
simplifications and extrapolations. 

/ 
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Choice of Areas 
Because of insufficient data, Gonzalez divides the contiguous U.S. into three 
regions as shown in Figure 3-6. Such a simplification is subject to question 
if it is attempted to use the results right up to the boundary. On the other 
hand, central receiver deployment is envisioned for Regions II and III (and 
possibly the Southern part of Region I), and no climatic evidence is known for 
anticipating any marked fall-off in hail intensity on approaching the II-III 
border from the east, say through New Mexico and Arizona (see Figure 3-2). It 
appears that, given the data, the approximation represented by Figure 3-6 is 
as good as can be made, and that information about boundary regions will have 
to be sought in other types of data. 

Hail Diameter Distributions 
Having obtained point frequency estimates for Regions I-III, the next step ;s 
to find hailstone size distributions. The division into three regions 
facilitates this task. In each region, the available distributions were 
plotted. In each there was a size above which no data were available. In 
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Region I, this was 1-2 inches, in Region II, 2-4 inches, and in Region III, 
1 inch. Sizes larger than the minimum required some extrapolation. Maximum 
and minimum size envelopes were drawn and were used in making predictions and 
sensitivity calculations. 

Two factors are of interest in terms of determining thesp. envelopes. First, 
the extrapolations were made using "engineering judgment." Exponential curves 
were used, for which A = 1.19 cm- l (see Equation (1)). This value can be 
compared with 2 < A < 4 cm- l , the experimental range shown in Table 3-1. 

If Gonzalez had used a larger value of A in his extrapolations, however, it 
would not have made much difference by itself to his prediction of 6-8 years 
between hits by 1.5-inch or larger hailstones on a 4 x 4 foot solar array in 
Region II. This is because the distribution of sizes up to 2 inches is 
covered by data, not extrapolations, and in fact, lis extrapolations seem more 
consistent with his data than higher-A extrapolatinns would be. This brings 

up the second point of interest, which is the fact that the data used by 
Gonzalez are self-consistent, but appear inconsistent (at A ~1.19 cm-l ) with 

the data of Table 3-1 above, for which 2 < A <4 cm- l . In fact, the 
discrepancy is even more substantial than it appears, because in some of the 
references shown in Table 3-1, truncated distributions are observed, so that at 
some diameter between 1.5 and 3 cm the experimental number of hailstones drops 
off much more sharply than the exponential fit. 

How does this discrepancy arise, and what does it imply? Gonzalez tended 
towards the use of uncorrelated size data, while the present work has made a 
special effort to find correlations. Each body of data involves several 
investigators. The data were put by Gonzalez in the form P(D >D ) vs D , 

- 0 0 
where P(D ~Do) is the probability of obtaining hailstones of diameters greater 
than or equal to Do. Values of A were found as follows: assume 

(8 ) 
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From (1), 

= 

so 

co -AD 

J e dD = f e 
Do 

-AD o (9) 

-AD o (1 ()) 

Absolute values of P(D ~ Do) as given by Gonzalez are also much higher than 
those given by (10) with A from Table 3-1, but this may be due to the sub
stantial lack of information on No shown in that Table. 

To sum up: the somewhat cursory examination described in this section has 
shown considerable inconsistency between the data quoted by Gonzalez (Ref
erence 3-7) and the data quoted in the present report (Table 3-1). This 
inconsistency may arise from the way the data were obtained, where they were 
obtained, or from some factor not yet identified. Work in this area is 
needed. 

Areal Densities of Hailstones 
The same phenomenon is visible in more extreme form in the data used by 
Gonzalez for the areal densities of hailstones. It is believed that his 
choice of data by which to relate point to areal frequencies was appropriate, 
as these data are on the correct side of the probable scale change (see 
Section 3.2.2.2 above for discussion). However, data of the type he uses are 
very sparse, and he was able to find only one set, from Illinois (Refer-
ence 3-6). These data cover sizes one-half to one inch; extrapolation above 
one inch is necessary, subject to consistency with the smaller-size data and 
to check by the given fraction of stones above one inch. The extrapolation 
used by Gonzalez is shown together with the data in Figure 3-7. This extrapo
lation also approximately satisfies the data for D > 1 inch. Figure 3-7 
also shows the result of extrapolation using A = 3 cm- l (Table 3-1). The 
results show a decrease of about an order of magnitude in the number of 
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stones equal to or greater than 1-1/2 inch in diameter; note, however, that 
this extrapolation neither satisfies the data for D > 1 inch nor as reasonably 
fits the data. On the other hand, it is better supported by the totality of 
data, and the actual number of larger stones may falloff even faster (see the 
discussion of truncation in connection with Table 3-1, and Reference 3-16). 

l~e conclude that Gonzalez' pioneering effort (Reference 3-7) is directly 
applicable, but that more study is needed to determine internal consistency 
among the data that go into it. Evidence exists that hailstones of 1.5 inch 
diameter, or larger, may occur with areal densities an order of magnitude 
smaller than the values used in Reference 3-7. The implication of this possi
bility is that, in principle for a given storm, the area density of large 
stones might be small enough to allow less stringent design requirements to he 
used for the heliostats, since the potential cost savings for all of the 
heliostat could possibly affect the cost penalty associated with rla~age to a 
few heliostats. This possibility is examined in Section 3.4. 
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3.2.3.2 Reference 3-32 
Friedman (Reference 3-32) calculates Nt' the annual number of hail days in "a 
city or county of given size" from the expression 

(11 ) 

where a is the area-to-point frequency ratio, ~ is the point frequency, and P 
is the probability that a day with hail will produce hailstones of sufficient 
size to cause property damage. This analysis is similar to that of Gonzalez 
(Reference 3-7). It treats scales larger than the storm scale, rather than 
smaller, as Gonzalez does. The area-to-point frequency ratio ~ is found from 
Figure 3-8, which resembles Figure 3-3, but includes consideration of the 
sampling area for which the area-tci-point frequency ratio i,s one, thus 
avoiding the objection mentioned above. The probability of damaging hail, I, 
is found from Figure 3-9; 

Results are reasonably good; predictions are compared with actual values in 
Figure 3-JO. Figures 3-9 and 3-TOimply that portions of Texas have a proba
bility of severe hailstorm occurrence more frequently that once every 30 years. 
For example, in 30 years, for areas having an average of four days of hail per 
year, or 120 hail days over the life of the plant, approximately six days of 
hail could have maximum hailstone sizes greater than 3 inches diameter. This 
does not necessarily indicate that such storms will occur in the vicinity of 
the central receiver, but it does indicate that in Region II especially, a 
location having an average of approximately four hail days per year is a 
potentially poor site for a collector field. 

3.2.4 Data on Damage Due to Hail 
An alternative to predicting the occurrence of hailstorms from meteorological 
data consists of finding direct information about hail-caused damage. Two 
primary types of damage are produced by hail: damage to crops, and damaqe to 

property. The latter is more appropriate for consideration in the present 
study, for two reasons: 

1. Crops are damaged by hail as small as 1/2-inch, and such small hail
stones cause most of the damage (because they occur much more frequently than 
larger stones), while the threshold value for hail damage (glass and clay tile 
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breakage) is about 3 to 4 ft-lbs of kinetic energy, which corresponds to the 
fall of one inch hailstones with no wind. 

2. Fixed property is susceptible to hail damage year-round, while crops 
are susceptible only during the growing season (References 3-32 and 3-33). 

Unfortunately, little information seems to be available on property damage by 
hail. This is despite the fact that such damage is apparently substantial. 
For example, it is estimated that in the period 1948-1975, the averaqe annual 
U.S. property losses due to "weather catastrophes" (winds, hurricanes and 
tropical storms, tornadoes and hail) was $340.1 million, and that 12 percent, 
or $40.0 million per year, was due to hail (Reference 3-34). Work is 
presently underway in the insurance industry in regard to developing costs and 
criteria for insuring solar heating units. Rather surprisingly, little atten
tion is paid to possible wind and hail damage (Reference 3-35). 

One exception to this general conclusion, and an important one, is the work of 
Collins and Howe (Reference 3-33), which resulted in an estimate of the annual 
potential damage to property, as a fraction of the local residential property 
value. The use of this index eliminates an objection common to crop damage 
data. The crop data, being generally in absolute amounts, does not distinguish 
between places where there is little damage because of little hail, and places 
where there are few crops. 

The results of Coll ins and Howe (Reference 3-33) are summarized in Figure 3-1l. 
This is interesting, especially in comparison to Figures 3-1 and 3-2, where 
they show moderate to high severity of hail in northern Arizona and south
western Utah. Figure 3-11 shows a minimum there. As these are areas with 
substantial likelihood of potential heliostat installation, these results are 
interesting and encouraging. 

It is also interesting to conjecture as to the implications of Figure 3-11 in 
an assessment of heliostat damage. There is at most a factor of 50 difference 
between the areas of least damage and maximum damage. If the value of a 
heliostat is placed at approximately $3500, and if the life requirement is 
30 years, then with 0.001 to 0.050 percent of property value per year over 
30 years, the heliostat potential cost penalty due to hail damage ranges from 
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Each Unit = 1000ths of 1 % 
of Residential Property 
Value per Year 

Figure 3-11. Index of Potential Hail Damage to Property (Quoted bV Changnon3-1 from Collins 
and Howe, Weather and Extended Coverage, Travelers Research Center Report, 
Hartford, Conn. 3-33) . 
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$,0.04 to $0:20. However, this figure may be misleading since a great deal 
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of property is essentially insensitive to hail impact_ For example, major 
buildings, industrial complexes, roof tops, etc., are rarely damaged by hail, 
whereas automobile roofs, wind shields, carports, thin glass windows and sky
lights, etc., are frequently damaged by severe hailstorms, but constitute a 
small percentage of total insured property value. Therefore, there may be 
substantial justification, upon further study, in increasing the effective 
index of potential hail damage by one or more orders of magnitude. In this 
case, potential heliostat damage, on a per heliostat basis, could climb to 
$2 to $200 over the life of the plant. 

Figure 3-11 is also of interest, however, for making a rough assessment as to 
the regions available for installation of central receivers with little risk 
due"to hailstorms. All of Southern C!lifornia, Nevada, Arizona, New r'exico, 
and much of Texas and Utah are regions of relatively low potential damage. 
Colorado, and North-Central Texas are regions of high potential damage. How
ever, the high damage potential areas are relatively small compared to the area 
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of the Southwestern states, and this indicates, along with the rarity of occur
rence of stones larger than 1.5-inch diameter in the western region of the 
U.S., that substantial area is potentially available for central receiver 
installations with low risk from hail damage. 

3.3 RECOMMENDED WORK 
In viel'J of the extremely poor present predictability of hail occurrence, both 
analytical and experimental work are needed. 

3.3.1 Analysis of Hail Statistics 
It is clear from preceding paragraphs that the type of predictions made by 
Gonzalez (Reference 3-7) and Friedman (Reference 3-32) are good in methodology, 
but require the use of more data. These data are available, but are in 
disparate forms (e.g., area-to-point frequency ratios at different length 
scales, and size distributions treated different ways). The data need to be 
brought together into common forms. There is ~uch information available and 

it should all be used, as at present it is not. 

Some effort should follow on 
(References 3-7 and 3-32). 
scope of the present work. 

refinement of present analytical methods 
Detailed evaluation of these methods was beyond the 
Though the methods of References 3-7 and 3-32 are 

generally endorsed here, this does not mean that improvements are not possible 
or perhaps necessary. The use of the complete present data base should aid in 
this process. 

3.3.2 Hail ~1easurements 

Even after all present data are in use, much is lacking. No data exist at all 
for many areas of interest (e.g., much of Arizona). These data are vital 
and can only be obtained in real time. No simulation is possible. Therefore, 
these experiments should be commenced immediately. 

The experiments needed involve three steps. 
A. Decide on the level of effort and, based on this, determine the num

ber and location of measurement stations. 
B. Emplace instrumentation, which will be simple hail cubes (Refer-

ence 3-27) yielding hail size distribution, energy distribution (including wind 
components and direction. 
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C. Co 11 ect the hail cube surfaces at appropri ate i nterva 1 s and reduce the 
data. 

3.4 HELIOSTAT VULNERABILITY 

3.4.1 Introduction 
He1iostat vulnerability to hail impact was investigated and results are pre
sented in the following. A review of the available test data, correlations 
against a plausible model, and estimates of cost implications are given. 
Briefly, it is tentatively concluded that: (a) the Reference 2-1 baseline 
prototype laminate glass reflector (0.2475 inch total thickness with a 0.060 inch 
lite bonded to 0.1875 inch) will probably survive impact by a 1.5-inch diameter 
hailstone at terminal velocity, (b) the 1/8 inch foam core mirror may not survive 
impact by a hailstone ~ one inch diameter, (c) currently available breakage 
data for glass is correlated by the model to within ±20 percent without use 
of a correction factor, (d) the model correlates currently available breakage 

data (Reference 3-36) for glass on a substrate to within ± 15 percent, but 
requires a correction factor (roughly a factor of 2), due to the strengthening 
of the glass by the substrate; (e) if a two-inch hailstone diameter requirement 
for non-inverted stow is imposed, the total glass thickness required is estimated 
to be 0.34 inch. This can be achieved with the laminate design by use of 0.090 
inch on 0.25 inch glass. The additional reflectance loss will be approximately 
one percent, and the glass weight will be increased from the baseline (0.2475 
inch total) by 37 percent. The glass cost for the baseline design is $357. 
Increasing the amount of glass by 37 percent will increase the cost and will 
therefore be of the order of $357 x 0.37 = $131. The cost penalty of an addi
tional one percent reflectance loss is $32 for a total penalty of $163. Since 
the net savings for the he1iostat without an inverted stow capability is approxi
mately $412, there is a net potential savings of $249, even for a highly con
servative hail impact design requirement and assuming that the penalties are 
associated with the non-inverting design alone. However, the cost penalty for 
a design requirement of a two-inch diameter stone should not be assessed against 
the non-inverting he1iostat alone, since breakage could occur in the inverted 
position as easily as with the face-up position. Thus, hail impact requirements 
for two-inch diameter stones appear to pose a cost penalty on the laminate 
reflector, and the absolute cost penalty is less than five percent, assuming a 
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49 m2 heliostat has a cost of approximately $65/m2. This penalty would be 
assessed against the heliostat irrespective of its stowage capability. 

3.4.2 Approach 

Appendix 1 presents a quasi -static or "quick-static" loading model for a hail
stone or ice ball striking a glass panel at its center. It is assumed that the 
ice ball crushes on impact and undergoes a uniform deceleration. Given the 
mass, diameter, and velocity, the impact force is determined. This force is 
then assumed to be exerted uniformly over a diameter equal to that of the ice 
ball. From Roark (Reference 3-37) an equation is selected which gives the maxi
mum bending stress for a circular plate with a uniformly distributed load at the 
center. A minimum glass fracture stress of 3000 psi is assumed for glass. The 
equation is solved for the critical glass thickness (above which breakage does 
not occur) as a function of the ice ball size and velocity. 

The equation is: 

where 

[ ~ 
1/2 

m+(m+l )log ap _ (m-l) ro 
e ro 4a 

1 m = - = 4 = reciprocal of Poisson's ratio 
\! 

sr = St = 3000 psi 

ap = equivalent radius of panel 

r = radius of hailstone o 

v = impact velocity (see Section 3.2.2.4 and Table 3-3) 

(12 ) 

It should be noted that in all cases for which there is data, the glass panels 
are square or rectangular, and therefore the ratio of impact radius to panel 
radius is based on the shortest distance from the center of the panel to the 
nearest edge. However, examining the sensitivity of the term (4 + 5 ln a/r)1/2 
shows that it makes very little difference on the predicted critical thickness 
what the ratio is. 
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There is a great deal of uncertainty as to what the appropriate tensile strength 
of glass should be, partly because of the probabilistic nature of glass failure 
and partly due to the overly simplified quasi-static model. Originally, 
3000 psi was used and was found to correlate the data for glass to within 
±20%, with a ratio of the actual to the predicted thickness of 0.943. From 
Eqn. 1, the glass thickness is inversely proportional to the square root of 
the glass tensile strength. Since the actual thickness is somewhat less than 
that predicted, it follows that the glass tensile strength used could be some
what low. by the ratio of 1/(0.943)2, which gives a value of 3373 psi that more 
closely correlates the data. However, there are far more important over
simplifications in the model. such as the quasi-static assumption. distribu
tion of the load over the diameter of the stone, and centered impact. There
fore, it is more meaningful to investigate the variation in breakage thickness, 

which is ± 0.175 for the ratio of actual to predicted. This ratio accounts for 

variations in critical bending stress in the glass, noncentered impact, and 
variations in the minimum tensile stress. Assuming as a worst case that all 
of the impacts were centered. and all other test conditions except for critical 
strength of the glass are equal, it is seen that the minimum strength of the 
glass variec. from a low of 3000/1.1182 

= 2400 psi to a high of 3000/(0.768)2 = 

5086 psi. 

It is highly doubtful that all of the test conditions can be held uniform, and 
impacts occurred near the edge, as well as the center. Further, there are 
relatively large discontinuities in the impact forces and glass thickness 
because of the limited data available. With all of these variations in con
ditions, it is likely that the actual spread in minimum tensile strength of 
the glass is less than 2400 to 5086 psi. A value of 3000 psi is reasonable 
both in terms of the expected values from the literature and test data 
correlated by the above equation. 

The characteristic times associated with t he load have been estimated to 
determine if it is reasonable to use a static bending stress equation for 
correlating impact induced breakaqes. One apparent difference between the 

impact of an ice ball on glass and that of. say. a steel ball is that the hail
stone is observed to crush, and damage observed for typical, practical glass 
thicknesses is always "back-fracture." With steel balls, etc., cracking at the 
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first surface is common, due to the much lower impulse time, and higher stresses 
due to the more concentrated load for an essentially non-deforming body. In 
impacts with rocks, etc., Hertzian impact failures are expected as well as 
bending failures. 

Assuming hail crushes with a uniform acceleration over a distance 2r , then 
22 0 

with a = v /4ro and s = 2ro = 1/2 at ,the characteristic impulse time is 
gi ven by: 

t = (4:0) 1/2 
= (42:~2)1/2 

4ro 20 
t =- =-v v 

For example, the impact time of a one inch diameter hailstone traveling at 
100 ft/sec is 

t = 2 x 1/12 = 167 x 10-3 seconds 100 ft/sec . . 

From Shand (Handbook of'Glass Engineering) if the velocity of a crack exceeds 
the critical velocity of 4000 to 5000 ft/sec, then multiple cracks occur. 
Assuming the thickness is 0.1 inch, then the time for a critical velocity crack 
moving at 5000 ft/sec to pass through the glass is 6t, where 

0.1" 1/12 -6 
6t = 5000 ft/sec = 1.67 x 10 sec. 

Thus, the characteristic time of a crack (or a pressure wave) is roughly three 
orders of magnitude less than that associated with the c~ushing of the hail
stone. Also, for a distance of 10 to 100 times greater, corresponding to the 
panel width, the characteristic time is still one to two orders of magnitude 
less, assuming that the load is applied quasi-statically. 

However, it is not clear that the shape or deformation of the glass is the same 
as for a perfectly static load, since the dynamics of the plate subjected to 
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the impact force have not been considered. It appears from the data comparisons 
that the plate kinetic energy is small compared to the strain energy. There
fore, a quasi-static "quick static" load model may be adequate, but may not 
correspond to the actual shape of the deformed plate at the instant of maximum 
imposed stress. The fundamental square plate vibration frequency can be used 
to assess the applicability of a "quick static" approach. The frequency, f, is 

where 

f = (2) ~ 
a2 V9if 

a = length of side = 12 inches 
h = thickness = 0.1 inch 

d = density (glass) 

Eh3 
D = -=.:...----=-

12(1-,i) 

E = 10 x 106 psi 

v = 1/4 

The frequency is 134 cps, with a half-period of 3.5 x 10-3 seconds. Since this 
period is slightly longer than the time required for the hailstone impact, the 
plate response will not be complete. Further analysis of the hailstone impact 
and vulnerability may be required, including dynamic effects, in order to 
improve the reflector design for impact resistance, but the quick-static model 
correlates the available data sufficiently well to allow estimates of required 
thickness vs hailstone diameter to be made. 

3.4.3 Data Summary 

Data from Texas Tech tests reported in Reference 3-36 were reviewed, as well 
as MDAC data reported in Reference 2-1. Calculations and comparisons have 
been made for glass and for glass on various substrates. No suitable bending 
stress equation was found for glass mounted on substrates, and therefore, the 
same equation as for glass without substrate was used. Results are presented 
in Tables 3-4 to 3-6, and summarized in Figure 3-12. 
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.Table 3-4. Correlation of Actual and Predicted Hail Impact Damage of Glass Specimens 

Hail stone Terminal f·1inimum Predicted Actual 
Case diameter velocity* actual breakage thickness thickness Actual/ 
no. Source (in.) (ft/sec) velocity (ft/sec) ( in. ) ( in. ) predicted Remarks 

1 t1DAC 78.5 75 0.120 0.125 1.04 1/8 in. mirror, corrugated 
(a =13 in.) Failed at corner p 

2 f·1DAC 1 78.5 75 0.120 0.1-25 1.04 1/8 in. mirror, hat sec-
(a =13 in.) tions. Failed on edge p and corner 

3 MDAC 1 78.5 75 0.120 0.24 (2.0) 1/8 in. mirror bonded to 
1/8 in. mirror. No 
breakage 

4 Texas 1.5 96 45.5 0.112 0.125 1.116 Min breakage velocity 
Tech (a p=24 in.) 

5 Texas 2 111.0 85 0.269 0.1875 0.696 Min breakage velocity 
Tech (31 mph) (a p=24 in.) 

6 Texas 1.5 96 96.4 0.227 0.1875 0.825 Min breakage velocity 
Tech (ap =24 in.) 

Ratio = 0.943 ±0.176 

Note: Texas Tech results show wide spread between minimum and maximum velocities, e.g., 31 to 83 mph, 63 to 
135 mph and 58 to 89 mph, for glass of 1/8, 3/16 and 3/8 in., respectively, and 1-1/2, 1-1/2, and 
2 in. hailstone diameter, respectively. These results imply that there are large variations in Sr of 
glass; only minimum velocity data is used, and Sr for glass is assumed to be a minimum of 3,000 psi. 

*Terminal velocity (mph) = 53.5 dl / 2, where d is in inches. 
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Table 3-5. Correlation of Actual and Predicted Hail Impact of Glass Specimens 
(Substrate Supported Materials - Texas Tech) 

Hail stone Terminal r4inimum Predicted Actual 
diameter velocity actual breakage thickness thickness Actual/ 

Source (in.) (ft/sec) velocity (ft/sec) (in.) ( in. ) predicted Remarks 

Texas 1 78.5 60.4 0.096 0.04 0.417 Reported as average 
Tech (41.2 mph) (a p=12 in.) velocity 

Texas 1-1/2 96 76.3 0.1717 0.09375 0.5460 
Tech (52.0 mph) (a p=12 in.) 

Texas 1-1/2 96 111.0 0.25 0.125 0.500 
Tech (75.7 mph) (a p=12 in.) 

Texas 2 110 112.9 0.325 0.125 0.385 Reported as average 
Tech (77 mph) (a p=12 in.) velocity 

0.462 ±0.07 

Note: Correlation equation predicted thickness is high by a factor of 1/0.462 or 2.16. This implies that 
use of glass on a soft substrate is not as effective as increasing the thickness of the glass, but 
does increase the resistance to hail impact. The use of a foam substrate has effectively doubled the 
resistance of a given thickness of glass to damage by hail. 



Table 3-6. 

Case 
00. Source 

Sandia labs 
Albuquerque 

Sandia Labs 
Albuquerque 

Sandia labs 
Albuquerque 

Sandia Labs 
AlbLJquerque 

Sandia labs 
Albuquerque 

Sandia Labs 
l i vennore 

Sandia labs 
l i vennore 

Sandia labs 
(Mid- Tempera
ture Test 
Faeil ity) 

Hail storm 
damage 
(Aug 1978) 

Sandia Labs 
(MTTF) 
hail stonn 
damage 
(Aug 1978) 

10 MOAC 
(Ref 3-38) 

11 MOAC 
(Ref 3-38) 

Hail Impact Damage of Laminate Glass and Various Substrate Materials 
(Sandia Laboratories and MDAC Data) 

i-lallstone 
diameter 
(in.) 

0.75 

1.00 

1.50 

1.50 

0.75 

0.75 

0.75 
(approxi
mate) 

Hai lstones 
collected in 
culvert were 
collected 1 
or 2 days 
after stann. 
Maximum diam
eter unknown. 

0.75 
(approximate) 

Tennina' 
velocity 
(ft/see) 

65 

78.5 

96 

96 

78.5 

65 

65 

65 

65 

78.5 

78.5 

Measured 
velocity 
(ft/sec) 

45 • 6 
(free fa 11 from 
52 ft) 

63 '. 1 

52.6 !.2.4 

52.6 ~ 2.4 

80 

65 

80 

75 
(Assumed velocity 

is c~~e where 
ll" 30 deg. Inden
tations were 
observed on verti
cal sheet metal 
cylinders illdicatillg 
high lateral 
velocities. 

75 

75 

75 

Actua 1 Predicted 
thickness 
(in. ) 

thi ckness Actua 1/ 
(in.) predicted 

(0.0597) 0.236 
(Note: model does not 
apply for this case. 
Predicted thickness 
based on edge sup-
ported plate) 
(a p = 24 in.) 

0.105 0.217 
(ap = 18 in. 

0.124 
(a p " 18 in.) 

0.124 
(a

p
" 18 in.) 

0.217 

0.236 

0.135 0.125 
(Note: model does 
not apply for steel 
balls) 

0.073 
(ap "'6in.) 

0.098 
(a

p
'" 12 in.) 

0.0596 
(a p = 1 in.) 

0.066 

0.118 

O.l1B 

0.060 

0.125 

0.060 
(Corning) 

0.090 

0.09375 

0.09375 

(3.95) 

(2.067) 

1. 75 

1.9 

(0.92) 

(0.82) 

1.275 

1. 007 

1. 36 

0.795 

0.795 

Actual/predicted foam core data .. 0.92 0.24 

RemarkS 

4 ft It 4 ft It 6 l1li1 (3 I1Bl1 sheet 
on l/B in. float) lying on 
concrete impacted by 200/ft2 
ice balls. No damage. 

4 ft x 4 ft It 5.50111 (2.511111 
sheet on 118 in. float) lallll
nate. Stressed as if on 
CRTF heliostat. No damage. 

4 ft x 4 ft x 5.5 nlll (2.5 11111 
sheet on liB in. float) lami
nate. Stressed as if on 
CRTF he I i os ta t. Severe 
damage to front and back glass. 

4 ft x 4 ft x 6.0 mil (3 mn 
sheet on l/B in. float) lami
nate. Stressed as if on 
CRTf heliostat. Some 
damage to front and back glass. 

l/B in. float glass on foam 
co .. e. 50::; failure. mostly 
near edge. Steel balls. 

60 mil fusiol1 glass 011 foam 
core. Extensive damage. 

1/8 in. on foam core 4 ft x 
4 ft. Breakage occurred. 

? in. wide 0.060 glass bOllded 
to concrete. Broken on edges. 
and possibly at voids between 
glass and concrete whe .. e not 
completely bonded. Gulf 
Atomics design. 

3 in. wide by 24 in. long 
0.90 glass supported on long 
edges by galvanized strips. 
No substrate. Fewer frac
tures than with 0.060 glass 
on concrete. 

3/32 in. float glass on foam 
core sandwich. 

3/32 in. ASG sheet glass, foam 
core sandwich. 

It should be noted that the Texas Tech data show a range of impact velocities 
resulting in breakage for a given size ice ball. The minimum velocity data 
are used because· these results are more conservative. It is expected that 
some glass specimens will be relatively free of flaws, voids, stress-risers, 
etc., and will therefore have maximum tensile strength values substantially 
higher than normal. However, it is also expected that repeated impacts, as 
with occasional hailstorms, will decrease the maximum tensile strength of the 
glass to a value of the order of 3,000 psi, and therefore, this value and the 
minimum impact velocity conditions are correlated. 
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Figure 3-12. Comparison of Actual and Predicted Glass Breakage 

Kev 

• Glass - Het-Section 
or Corrugated Support 
(MDAC. Te_Tech. 
or Sandia/Albuquerque. 
MTTFI 

.. Te_ Tech Foem Core 
Substrate and Glass 

JI Foam Core and Glass 

, Gulf Atomics Concrete 
Parabola end Glass 

9CR45 
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Hellostetl (Sandia Datal 

Note: Open Symbols ( 01 
Designate No Break_; 
Shaded Symbols ( _ I Designate 
Breakage 

Laminate Glass CRTF Design. 
Stressed in Bending as if on 
Heliostat) (Sandia Data) 

The results of Table 3-4 show reasonable agreement between the predicted and 
actual breakage thicknesses as a function of ice ball diameter and velocity. 
Table 3-5 shows that the substrate effectively decreases the bending stress 
exerted in the glass by the ice ball because of the additional support. In 
effect, the substrate allows the glass thickness to be halved for the same 
impact condition. The data also are in good agreement with the model. 

Table 3-6 summarizes data obtained from Sandia Laboratories. These data sub
stantially support the model correlation with a few exceptions which are noted 
below. Cases 2, 3, and 4 indicate that for the CRTF stressed laminate, a glass 
thickness greater than about two times the predicted thickness is required for 
survival. This apparent degradation in breakage resistance may be due, at least. 
in part, to (1) the laminate glass strength being less than for a single piece 
of glass of the same thickness, and (2) to the additional stress imposed on the 
glass to curve it. Case 6 data is in line with the model because extensive 
damage is seen with glass thinner than that required to resist impact. Case 7 
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data, however, indicates damage for a thickness greater than the predicted 
minimum thickness of unsupported glass, but the thickness discrepancy is approxi
mately 28 percent, which is within expected repeatability for tests of this type. 
However, Case 7 is for a foam core backing, and it would be expected that the 
effective resistance to breakage would be increased, as is seen in Table 3-4. 

3.5 HELIOSTAT COST AND VULNERABILITY CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the summary of Table 3-7, it appears that the baseline laminate 

glass with 0.060 inch fusion on 0.1875 float will survive a 1.5 inch stone at 
terminal velocity, but will probably not survive a 2-inch stone. However, 
0.090 inch fusion glass on a 0.25 inch float probably will survive impact of 
a 2-inch stone, although the reflectivity may be reduced by roughly one per
cent, and the amount of glass required will be greater. Assuming $65/m2 and 
49.05 m2 gives a cost per reflectance unit of $31.88. The cost of the addi
tional glass is given in Table 3-8, using data from Reference 2-1. Even if 
thicker glass is used to survive a 2-inch hailstone, the non-inverting 
heliostat has a net cost savings. However, impact of a 2-inch stone on the 
0.060 inch + 0.1875 laminate will probably cause failure whether the heliostat 
is stowed face-up or face-down, for the existing laminate design, and there
fore this penalty should not be assessed against the non-inverting design. 

The granularity of available data, differences in design, and discrepancies 
between Sandia and MDAC tests of the foam core mirror all point to the need 
for additional tests of hail impact. These tests must be conducted so as to 
account for statistical variations in glass strength and allow for specific 
designs and variations. 

If the hail impact design requirement is set at a hailstone value substan
tially greater than 2-inch diameter, then increasing the glass thickness may 
not be the appropriate approach, and a combination of inverted stow and a 
protective cover material for the backside of the reflector may be more cost 
effective. For example, the foam core design, with suitable modifications to 
the back sheet of galvanized sheet metal, used on an inverting heliostat may 
be the most cost effective solution for regions having potential for hailstones 
of the order of 2.5-inch diameter or greater. Also, protective material could 
be added to the inverted stow laminate glass reflector, on the backside. 

Either of these approaches should provide an inverting heliostat having a 
net cost penalty, relative to the non-inverting design, of somewhat over 12 to 
13 percent, due to the inverting capability and cost/of protective covers. 
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Tabl e 3-7. Predicted Glass Thickness 

Conditions/thickness 

1 in. diameter hailstone 
42 in. wide mirror 
78.5 ft/sec terminal velocity 
-t:p = 0.133 in. 

1.5 in. diameter hailstone 
42 in. wide-mirror 
96 ft/sec terminal velocity 
tp = 0.232 

2 in. diameter hailstone 
42 in. wide mirror 
110 ft/sec terminal velocity 
t = 0.342 in. 
p 

Remarks 

Compares with breakage observed in Sandia 
(but not MDAC) tests of 0.125 in. glass on a 
styrofoam substrate. No cost impact expected 
with face-up stow, laminate glass design. 
Foam core design does not meet criteria on 
thickness for face-up stow with >1 in. 
diameter hail impact. 

Compares with 0.060 in. + 0.1875 in. or 
0.2475 in. glass laminate. No cost impact 
expected with face-up stow, laminate glass 
design. 

Velocity compares with 0.060 in. + 0.25 in = 
0.340 in. glass laminate. Some cost impact 
results since thickness increased. 

Table 3-8. Cost Comparison for Design Requirement of 
2-Inch-Diameter Hailstone 

Thickness Cost Cost 
Glass type ( in. ) ($/ft2) ($) 

Fusion 0.060 0.32 168 

Float 0.1875 0.36 189 

Tota 1 $357 

Fusion 0.090 0.45 236 

Float 0.250 0.48 252 

Total $488 

Cost penalty for use of thicker laminate = $131 

Cost penalty assuming loss of 1% in reflectivity = $ 32 

Total cost penalty = $163 

Note: The approximate cost savings for elimination of inverted stow capability 
is $412. Therefore, a net cost savings of $249 accrues even if a con~ 
servative hail impact requirement is used. However, this requirement 
will cause thicker glass to be used even if inverted stow is required, 
and therefore should not be assessed as a penalty against the non
inverting design. 
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Section 4 
TASK III - SAFETY ISSUES 

4.1 OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this task is to assess the potential redirected solar radiation 
hazards associated with a non-inverting heliostat design, relative to the po
tential hazards of an inverting heliostat design. 

Under conditions of nominal operation of the central receiver system, with 
reflected beams all focused at the receiver, there is little likelihood of 
exposure of personnel to redirected solar radiation. Although high levels of 

, 
solar radiation occur in the immediate vicinity of the receiver, there is 
little hazard to personnel since this region is an exclusion zone during 
operation, and personnel would not be allowed in the vicinity of the receiver. 
However, during periods when the heliostats are in positions of noninverted 
stow, or at some intermediate position between stow and tracking on the 
receiver (focus), there is a real possibility of the occurrence of regions 
where the solar irradiation level exceeds one sun, either in the air space 
above the collector field, or at ground level. It should be emphasized, 
however, that these conditions are rare. Normally, heliostats would be 
stowed either vertically, or inverted, and could be brought to anticipatory 
positions at or before dawn, and would be stowed during or after sunset. 
Hazardous conditions would exist primarily during periods of high winds, 
when the heliostats would be brought to a stow condition (face-up for the 
noninverting heliostat, and normally face-down for the inverting stow 
heliostat). Potentially hazardous conditions also exist if all heliostats are 
focused at a standby point in space near the receiver, but this condition is 
identical for both the inverting and noninverting designs. 

Eye hazards can exist for personnel flying over the collector area, or on the 
ground. Brumleve (Ref. 4-1) has made an analysis of eye hazard potential for 
the 5 MWt Solar Thermal Test Facility at Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, using approximations of the heliostat geometry and field 
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arrangement. The objective of the present study is to refine some of the 
irradiation level estimates for a real heliostat configuration under conditions 
obtaining for a commercial-size central receiver system and to evaluate the 
relative hazard potential for the noninverting heliostat as compared to the 
inverting stow heliostat. Computer simulations of representative conditions. 
including heliostat panel canting and curvature. surface waviness. and pointing 
error. as well as collector field layout, have been carried out by means of 
the MDAC CONCEN central receiver irradiation code (Refs. 4-2 and 4-3). In 
general, it is found that the noninverting heliostat does not pose a greater 
hazard. overall. than the inverting stow heliostat. 

4.2 TECHNICAL APPROACH 
The CONCEN program and variations of this program were the principal tools 
in the analysis. CONCEN computes flux density values at a reference surface 
(such as a receiver surface or any other definable surface in space) by 
compounding the elemental disk images of the sun from 480 elements of the 
surface of the heliostat. The location and irradiance of each image is 
determined from the geometry of the heliostat, reference surface, and inter
mediate space. 

CONCEN was used to evaluate irradiance levels corresponding to operation of 
commercial field noninverting heliostats under two principal conditions: 
(1) conditions for which irradiation occurs in the air space above the field, 
and (2) conditions for which irradiation occurs at ground level. Baseline 
beam safety criteria were suppl ied by Sandia, based on the results of Ref
erence 4-1, especially in terms of potential eye damage. Although there 
maybe detailed physiological and optical conditions which can affect the 
range of safe retinal exposure levels, the results of Reference 4-1 are 
assumed to be satisfactory for this comparative evaluation of inverting 
and non-inverting stow heliostats. Results and hazards implications are 
discussed below. 

4.2.1 Airspace Irradiation Levels 
Three conditions were investigated related to the irradiation levels to be 
expected in the airspace above a commercial-size collector field: (1) the 
stow condition where all heliostats are oriented face-up during daytime. 
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(2) the standby condition, when the collector field is focused near, but not on 
the receiver, and (3) the period when the heliostats are being slewed from focus 
direction to the face-up stow condition. 

4.2.1.1 Face-Up Stow Conditions 
With the noninverting heliostat, face-up stow conditions result whenever 
wind gusts exceed a certain level, in order to guard against excessive wind 

loads. Although high winds usually accompany storm fronts with heavy overcast, 
face-up stow with direct solar insolation on the field can occur, and the hazard 
potential of the resulting reflection from the heliostats must be evaluated. 
However, face-up stow may also be required under certain circumstances (i.e., 
extremely rapid wind rise rates or during heavy rains to achieve natural cleaning) 
for the inverting stow heliostat. Therefore, face-up stow during daytime with 
direct insolation may occur more frequently than with the inverting stow helio
stat, but this condition is not unique to the noninverting heliostat. 

Two approaches were employed to simulate the face-up oriented field of helio
stats, both using variations of the CONCEN code. A worst-case simulation was 
devised by assuming a close-packed field of nineteen heliostats, all face-up. 
The number was selected as being sufficient to simulate an indefinitely large 
array. Figure 4-1 shows the heliostat layout. By considering the field to 
be a series of individual heliostats horizontally displaced the computation can 
be made with an adaptation of the CONCENS code, which is designed to handle 
single heliostat irradiation. 

The flux density distribution pattern from a single face-up heliostat is 
. repeated 19 times, displaced each time to represent the 19 locations in the 

array, then summed to obtain the composite flux density pattern. Pointing 
errors are simulated by randomly applying to each heliostat a normal distribu
tion of angular errors to each component of the reflected beam angles. Repre
sentative values of heliostat mirror parameters including size, panel cant 
angles, reflectance, and surface waviness are included. 

The flux density distribution over a plane normal to the beam from the center 
heliostat in the array of 19 shows peak values when observed at different 
altitudes above ground as shown in Figure 4-2. No pointing errors were 
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Figure 4-1. Simlilated Heliostat Array Locations for Face-up Stowage Safety Analysis 
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Figure 4-2. Peak Flux Density vs Altitude for Face-up Stowage 
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assumed for these cases. To investigate the possible effects of beam cross
over on the predicted peak irradiation, runs were made including random 
pointing errors from zero to 4 mr for each component (5.7 mr, rss). The 
variation in peak irradiation at lOOOm altitude with pointing error is shown 
in Figure 4-3. To check the consistency of results with the random Monte 
Carlo processing used, four similar runs were made for the lOOOm altitude 2 mr 
pointing error conditions. A standard deviation of the mean of 8.5% was 
shown. 
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. Figure 4-3. Peak Flux Density vs Pointing Error for Face-up Stowage 

The second approach to simulating the irradiation from a field of face-up 
heliostats uses the CONCENC code, which describes the irradiation distribution 
from a commercial-size plant collector array. With this method the receiver 
configuration is a cylinder which is nominally irradiated on its outer surface, 
Program changes were made such that the irradiation on the inside surface of a 
cylinder concentric with the receiver can be computed. The height of the 
cylindrical surface can be made sufficient to include the peak irradiation at 
a given radius from the receiver. The nominal collector field is used, with 
the typical heliostat locations and surface configurations. 
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For the face-up condi ti on, it is assumed that the azimuth settings of each 
heliostat are the same as if the collector were focused at a standby point 
above the receiver, and the elevation angles of the heliostat normals are all 
9oP. Nominal pointing errors are also assumed. For irradiation at summer 
solstice, 1400 hours, at a ground range of 500m from the receiver tower the 
peak irradiation occurs on a vertical cylindrical surface at an altitude of 
1200m above ground, in a direction opposite to that of the sun from the 
receiver. A contour diagram of the irradiation distribution over the 
cylindrical surface is shown in Figure 4-4. The numbers shown in the diagram 
lie on contours of value equal to the indicated numbers of tenths of the peak 
irradiance level lshown as "P" in the diagram}. The abscissa is the angular 
position about the receiver lO° at south, 90° at east}. The peak irradiation 
level is found to be 4.9 KW/m2. The sharpness of the peak at the 1200 m 
altitude point is probably related to the combination of the single general 
direction of the reflected beams. the incident angle on the cylinder, and 
beam overlap due to pointing and surface errors. 

4.2.1.2 Focus Condition 
Using the same computational approach as for the 'face-up heliostat condition, 
the irradiation on the inner surface of a cylindrical surface surrounding the 
receiver in a commercial-size system with all heliostats nominally focused 
at or near the receiver was simulated. By changing the input value of the 
cylindrical surface radius, the distribution of flux density as a function of 
distance beyond the receiver was obtained. The magnitude and altitude loca
tion of the peak irradiance values for focus conditions at the nominal receiver 
location, 250 m above the ground, and at a standby point 50 m above the 
receiver center are shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. A contour diagram of the 
irradiance distribution is given in Figure 4-7 for 500 m range beyond the 
receiver. Due to the rapid divergence of the focused beam,beyond the focal 
point. the peak irradiation level decreases from about 50 KW/m2 at 100 m 
beyond the recei ver to about 1 KW/m2 at 1000 m range, for typi ca 1 opera ti on 
on June 21 at 1400 hours. The altitude of the peak steadily increases from 
the focus altitude at zero range to 200 m above the receiver for focus at the 
receiver, or 250 m above the receiver for focus at the standby point. 
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4.2.1.3 During Slew from Focus to Face-up Stow 
The transient irradiation level to be expected in the airspace around the 
receiver was investigated to a limited extent by means of a variation of the 
cylindrical surface irradiation method. For this example it is assumed that 
the collector field is at nominal focus condition at a standby point 50 m 
above the receiver. At t = 0 a command is given to slew all heliostats from 
their present elevation axis setting to face-up elevation (90 0 elevation) at 
a rate of 15°/min. At the time each heliostat's elevation reaches 900 its 
slew drive is stopped. The peak irradiation to be observed on the inside of 
a cylinder of 500m radius around the receiver is shown in Figure 4-8, plotted as 
a function of slew time. The altitude variation of the peak location is also 
shown in this figure. At 160 seconds all heliostats have reached the face-up 
orientation . The dashed line indicates that no change in the irradiation 
pattern is expected beyond that time. 

4.2.1.4 Safety Implications for Fly-Over Personnel 
The irradiation distribution patterns on the reference cylindrical surfaces 
characteristically show broad diffuse variations. with a small number of 
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peaks, except for the face-up condition, where the irradiation field is 
generally confined around the direction away from the sun. Personnel flying 
in the region near the collector field during focus operation would have a low 
but finite probability of encountering a peak irradiation location. In any 
event passage through the peak location would be rapid, further reducing the 
hazard from excessive retinal exposure when looking down. In order to avoid 
any occurrence of irradiation levels higher than 1 sun (~1 Kw/m2), it will be 
necessary to establish an exclusion volume 2000m diameter and 550m high around 
the central receiver of a commercial-size collector field. From the preliminary 

results of the face-up and slew conditions it appears that a much higher 
altitude for the exclusion volume would be required (>160Om), with the 2000m 
diameter also, to completely avoid the encounter of regions of high irradiation. 

4.2.2 Ground-Level Irradiation 
Since the heliostats are designed to provide focussing of the reflected 
radiation of the receiver it is apparent that, should the focused beam extend 
along ground level in areas where personnel could be located, a significant 
hazard would exist. Such a situation could arise when noninverting or invert
ing heliostats are moving to or from vertical stow positions to receiver focus 
or standby focus conditions, or when inverting heliostats are deployed to an 
inverted stow condition. In contrast to the greater frequency of occurrence 
of air space irradiation from noninverting heliostats, inverting stow helio
stats present a greater frequency of occurrence of the ground level irradiation 
condition, due to the normal requirement to stow face-down whenever wind gusts 
exceed prescribed limits. Although the horizontal beam direction would be only 
a transient condition, enough time would be available to inflict appreciable 
damage on personnel or even equipment. 

The degree of hazard is related to the focal length of the heliostat mirror, 
as explained by Brumleve. The shorter the focal length the greater the con
centration and the greater the irradiation level at .the focus. MDAC heliostats 
are focused principally by canting and curving the individual mirror panels. 
For installations where individual heliostat focus is employed the mirrors 
closest to the receiver have the shortest focal length and constitute the 
greatest safety hazard in the collector field. 
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4.2.2.1 Single Heliostat Irradiation 
In order to investigate quantitatively the irradiation level for horizontally
directed beams from representative MDAC heliostats, computer runs were made 
using the CONCENS code, designed for simulation of single heliostat perform
ance, for typical operating conditions. Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the peak 
irradiance occurring for inner and outer row heliostats. when the reflected 
beam is horizontal near ground level. as related to range from the heliostat. 
For the commercial collector field (Figure 4-9) the inner row he1iostats. 
focused at 301m show a peak irradiance level of 5.5 Kw/m2 (~5.5 suns) at a 
range of about 250m. The outer row heliostats produce a broad peak of about 
1.5 Kw/m2 at about the same range. The occurrence of the peak irradiance at 
ranges shorter than the focal distance is due to the broadening of the solar 
image proportional to range. 

4.2.2.2 Safety Implications for Ground-Level Personnel 
Accordinq to Brumleve's analysis (Ref. 4-1). the safe retinal irradiance 
value (4:59 w/cm2)wou1d be exceeded by an ideal circular heliostat of 
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focal length less than 390, where 0 is the mirror diameter. With an equiva
lent diameter of 7.6m for the MOAC heliostat, the safe retinal irradiance 
value is exceeded by heliostats of focal length less than about 300m. If, 
however, two or more beams from closely-spaced heliostats overlap where 
personnel are located, the size of the retinal image may cause the maximum 
permissible exposure level to be exceeded. From Figure 4-9, it can be seen 
that, for the commercial plant, the safe retinal irradiance is not exceeded 
anywhere in the collector area. Care must be taken, however, to prevent the 
overlap of two or more beams from the inner rows in the vicinity of 300m from 
the heliostats, to prevent the maximum permissible exposure level from being 
exceeded due to the enlarged retinal image size. 

For the 10 t4We Pilot Plant, all heliostats are focused at the same range (310 
to 400m) I'lhich is close to the safe value of 300m, as is seen from Figure 4-10. 

Thus, a single heliostat could produce retinal irradiance levels approaching 
or possibly greater than the maximum safe value in the vicinity of its focal 
distance. Particular concern must be shown to avoid the condition of horizon
tal beam direction anywhere that personnel may be located. The region around 
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the base of the receiver tower is particularly vulnerable to unsafe conditions, 
as the focal point of the inner row of heliostats, when extended along the 
ground, could occur at locations where personnel are working. It may, there
fore, be advisable to surround the base of the tower \vith perimeter fences 
designed to block light from entering the tower and control facility zone, or 
provide fencing along roadways and work areas, in addition to protective eye
ware and operational precautions. 

4.2.3 Suggested Methods of Heliostat Redirection 
During the period when the heliostats are being redirected to and from 
positions of stow and focus it is essential that adjacent beams not be allowed 
to overlap in groups greater than two or three at any time, in order to avoid 
regions of excessive irradiation in the airspace over the collector array. 
Orderly direction strategies should be employed which maintain the necessary 
angular spacing of adjacent beams. From the variation in peak irradiation 
during slew from focus to stow (Figure 4-8) it is seen that, for this range 
from the receiver (500m) at least, the peak irradiation stays below 7 KW/m2. 
For this example the elevation positions of all heliostats were driven at a 
constant rate from the focus condition to face-up for stow. Variations of 
this approach should be considered, to reduce the peak irradiation level 

,-
further. A programmed slew of the elevation drive could be used in which 
neighboring heliostats are started at stagger~d times, with the avoidance of 
overlap of adjacent beams. Some version of the "wire-following" technique 
should also be considered for programmed staggered slew routines. 

For ensuring that the ground-level irradiation is kept below the hazard point 
it is necessary to consider a special maneuver when taking the heliostats from 
a vertical stow condition to a focus condition or vice-versa. The reflected 
beams must pass through a horizontal ground-level direction at some time during 
the redirection process. By previously orienting the azimuth positions of each 
heliostat properly, the direction of each beam at it does through horizontal 
can be made to be toward the heliostat's nearest neighbor. Thus the beam will 
be blocked most effectively by the next heliostat and will not be allowed to 
reach its focus distance on the ground in areas where personnel may be 
located. Further redirection of the beams toward focus can be conducted 
according to a suitable strategy for airspace hazard reduction. Anticipatory 
redirection of the heliostats to one or more standby points before sunrise and 
to stow after sunset is also recommended for day-to-day operation. 
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4.2.4 Further Investigations 
Although several significant trends and limits of the irradiation levels under 
various conditions of transient and steady-state collector field operation 
have been found, it would be desirable to increase the coverage of the para
metric analysis, particularly for the airspace irradiation hazard problem. 

The lack of agreement between the two methods of simUlation of the face-up 
heliostat array should be investigated by extending the coverage of both 
approaches to obtain more precise intercomparison of the analyses. The 
variation of peak irradiation with slew time for a full range of distances 
from the receiver should be explored in order to define the three-dimensional 
distribution of irradiation around the receiver. All of the conditions 
should be examined for other times of the day and days of the year. 

From the three-dimensional distribution of irradiance at various times, it 
should be feasible to develop information on the probability of encountering 
hazardous conditions for locations in the vicinity of the collector field. 
both with and without use of personnel protection means, such as dark glasses. 
Although most of the heliostat redirection conditions can be confined to 
periods prior to dawn or after sunset. Since some of the hazardous conditions 
could occur during plant shutdown or start-up during daylight house, thus, the 
projected frequency of these events should be included in the probability 
estimates. 

4.2.5 Conclusions 
1. From the irradiation analyses made for air space and ground-level 

surrounding regions. there appears to be no compelling reason to 
require the use of invertible heliostats over noninverting ones 
from the standpoint of safety. With reasonable control over the 
exclusion volume and heliostat orientation during transient condi
tions the expected hazard level for either type of heliostat should 
not be excessive for personnel in the vicinity of the collector field. 
Actual operating experience during two years for the Solar Thermal 
Test Facility and one year for research testing of heliostats at the 
Naval Weapons Center have shown an excellent safety record, with no 
personnel injuries experienced. 
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2. The preliminary data developed during this ~tudy should be extended 
in time and space to aid in developing an adequate statistical model 
for the hazard probability variations in the vicinity of the solar 
thermal power facility. 
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APPENDIX A 

HAIL IMPACT 
IMPULSE-MOMENTUM VULNERABILITY MODEL 

Impact of a deformable hailstone striking a glass panel is assumed to be 
represented by an impact force. F. imparted to the glass due to the rate of 
change of momentum of the hailstone. The momentum immediately prior to impact 
is MV where M = tnro3 and V is velocity of the stone. From F = mat the force. 
F. can be approximated if we assume the momentum. mv. is imparted to the glass 
uniformly over a time ~t; that is. a uniform deceleration is assumed to occur 
over the distance 2ro' Then. with v2 = 2as (s is the characteristic distance. 
2ro) we obtain 

v2 
a =-

4ro 
and (1) 

(2) 

Expressing mass in terms of the radius. and using equation (2) 
2 2 2 2 

~ npro V nprov 
F = 3~- = ,3 (3) 

2 Next assume that this force is uniformly exerted over an area of nro' Intuition 
dictates that2the maximum actual force could be exerted over a somewhat smaller 
area, say ~ , and deceleration could occur over a distance less than 2ro' 
but these effects will be ignored. 
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From Roark, (3-37) the maximum radial and tangential stresses at the center of a 
uniform load, W = w~r02, on a circular edge supported disc of radius ap and 
thickness tp is 

= -3W 2 [m + (m + 1) 
2~mt p 

2 2 
1 ~pr 0 v 

where m = v = 4 and W = F = ~ -

r 2] a 0 
log --.E.. - (m - 1) -2 

ro 4a 
(4) 

Thus, the thickness of glass plate which will withstand a hailstone is given 
by: 

~ = v !~p 
ro lms r 

1/2 

[
m + (m + 1) log ~ - (m - 1) r °22J 1 

e ro 4a 
(5) 

It should be noted that this model implies that the thickness required to 
prevent breakage increases as p1/2, v, and (1/S)1/2. The dependence on ro is 
more complex because of the ratio ap/ro in the log term. Further use of 
stringers, effects of edge impact, etc., are not included in this equation, 
and other, more suitable equations may be more usefully employed. However, 
the above equation is used to compare predicted glass breakage conditions with 
the available data, and is shown to be in reasonable agreement. 
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